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Abstract
In 1868, the Meiji government decided to establish a military system that
would improve not only the fighting capacity but also the military discipline of
Japan’s army. On the one hand the Meiji leaders rebuilt Japan’s army with
inspiration from Western models, initially the French. On the other hand they
adopted from Western countries modern military justice system, that helped to
shape gradually the Japanese navy and army in the 19th century.

This thesis delves deep into the introduction and evolution of the military
justice system in the Meiji era, in an effort to explain how it helped reshape
military discipline within the Imperial Japanese Army. Utilizing a range of
primary sources, it studies the creation and enforcement of the military justice
system from a military history rather than legal history perspective. It is hoped
that this thesis reveals the crucial role that the military justice system played in
Japan’s military modernization during this period. The findings also explain why
military discipline of the Imperial Japanese Army began to decline again after the
Russo-Japanese War.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In 1868, the Meiji government decided to establish a military justice system
that would ensure not only better security but also stronger military discipline and
loyalty to the Emperor. The Meiji leaders rebuilt Japan’s armed forces with
inspiration from Western models, initially the French. Japan’s modern military
justice system, another institution adopted from overseas, gradually helped to
shape the Japanese navy and army in the 19th century.

This thesis explores the introduction of a military justice system in the Meiji
era by investigating the nature and development of the system and how it helped
to establish military discipline within the Imperial Japanese Army. Particular
attention is paid to the enforcement of the military justice system from the
perspective of military rather than legal history. The resulting insights help to
provide a fuller picture of the importance of the military justice system to the
progress of Japan’s military modernisation during the period under study.

1.1

Significance of Research

1.1.1. Restoration of the Meiji Army
Before the Meiji government announced its conscription law in 1873,
Japan’s central and regional army and navy had been composed of members of
the former samurai class and commoners, who knew little about Western-style
military law;1 daimyos were more concerned about military recruitment, training
1

Yamamoto Masao 山本政雄, “ Kyu rikukai gun gunpo kaigi ho no seitei keii 旧陸海軍軍法会
1

and life as a combatant. As the samurai took some time to adapt to Western
military ideas, old army traditions persisted. As a result, the Meiji leaders’ efforts
to develop a new form of spiritual and military discipline initially met with
resistance that neutralised the effectiveness of the military reforms. However,
their efforts eventually created a well-organised and civilised force in East Asia.
In this thesis, I examine the development of a new system of spiritual and military
discipline in Meiji Japan.

1.1.2. Challenges to the Reception of the Western Military Justice System
The essence and values of the Western rule of law were unfamiliar to the
Japanese and thus difficult to adopt. The Western military justice system had thus
to be localised by the Meiji government. This process is just one example of the
reception of Western systems in the East Asian context. Local and foreign values
entered into a complex relationship during the adoption and transformation of
Western military justice. The Meiji leaders faced not merely resistance to the new
military justice system but also conflict between the two systems.

1.1.3. Enforcement of the Military Justice System
Japan’s military justice system was developed in the Meiji era to deal with
civilian and criminal offences committed by members of the armed forces, such as
determining appropriate punishments for convicted offenders. However, the
number of soldiers tried by general Court-martial remained small, particularly
during wartime, as evident from the aftermath of the Port Arthur Massacre during
the First Sino-Japanese War.

議法の制定経緯” [Process of the Establishment of Court-martial Law of the Imperial Japanese
Army and Navy], NIDS Journal of Defense and Security 防衛研究所紀要 9, no. 2 (2006): 48-49.
2

It is important to study the enforcement of the military justice system and the
imparting of legal knowledge to military personnel. This thesis looks into the
statutory provisions introduced by law enforcement agencies and military justice
education. The thesis also assesses the coordination of military laws, the activities
of military police and the Court-martial system.

1.2

The Main Principles of Military Justice

This thesis starts with an explanation of the nature and scope of military
justice. Military justice was intended not merely to maintain military discipline
but also as a symbol of the unique nature of military service. 2 Soldiers in their
barracks formed communities with a special lifestyle. A military justice system
differs from a legal system in that the former deals with the justice and discipline
of military personnel.

1.2.1 Military Discipline
The aim of military justice is to maintain order and discipline within an army.
It requires soldiers to obey orders and the documented rule of law. In the context
of military justice, obedience has a specialised definition. Some military offences,
such as sleeping on duty, spying and insubordination, etc. are covered only by
military justice, not civilian laws. Military justice provides a wide range of
mechanisms for enforcing military discipline, deterring misconduct and thereby

2

Lawrence J. Morris, Military Justice: A Guide to the Issues (Santa Barbara, Calif: Praeger, 2010),
2-3.
3

enhancing military effectiveness.3 A military justice system is made up of several
types of court, such as summary courts, which impose non-judicial punishments,
and courts-martial, which carry out formal legal procedures like those in civilian
courts. More than 76% of military punishments in the UK are imposed by
summary courts to maximise military efficiency.4

1.2.2 Commander-run System
Within a commander-run military justice system, commanders are
responsible for determining which types of offences should be tried by summary
courts or courts-martial. They enforce the law, manage soldiers’ behaviour and
impose punishments. Throughout history, almost all military justice systems
worldwide have been run by commanders.

1.2.3 Composition of Military Justice System
Military justice systems are usually composed of military law, military courts,
the authority of commanders, regulations (which may be informal) and the
military police. This thesis addresses all of these elements in the modern Japanese
context.

1.3

Literature Review

1.3.1 Changes in Japan’s Military Justice System
Once a neglected area of research, military justice in the Imperial Japanese
Army has recently begun to attract scholarly attention. To date, scholars working
Ibid., 3.
Eugene R. Fidell, Military Justice: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2016), 17.
4
3
4

in this field have focused on the development of the Japanese military justice
system and military-court procedures. For example, Yamada Yasuo (山田康夫)
and Shiratori Hiroshi (白取祐司) traced the history of Japan’s military justice
system and examined its origins. 5 Articles by Kasumi Nobuhiko (霞信彦),
Matsushita Yoshio (松下芳男)6 and Endo Yoshinobu (遠藤芳信) are among the
few to discuss the implementation of military justice within Japan’s armed forces.
Endo Yoshinobu observed the development of the military justice system and
analysed the content of the Army Penal Code (陸軍刑法) and the Naval Penal
Code (海軍刑法) in addition to major verdicts. He showed that the early military
justice system was inhumane and that Court-martial procedures were controlled
by commanders.7 Kasumi Nobuhiko indicated that the army and navy in the
Meiji era were composed of commoners and members of the samurai class who
refused to follow military law. Desertion was also common at that time.8 The
aims of the new Army Penal Code and Naval Penal Code were to secure order in
the armed forces and to ensure soldiers’ loyalty to the Emperor and the central
government. Kasumi showed that the Japanese localised the French military penal
code by adding new articles to fit Japan’s particular situation.9 However, the two
aforementioned articles were published in the 1970/80s, before relevant archival
materials were available. Therefore, these studies do not fully reflect Japan’s
Yamada Yasuo 山田康夫, “Gunji shiho seido 軍事司法制度”[Military Justice System] The
Study of Defense Law 防衛法研究 10 (1986): 1-27; Shiratori Hiroshi 白取祐司, “ Gunji saibansho
no setsuritsu nitsuite” 軍事裁判所の設立について [The Establishment of the Military Court],
Legal Seminar 法学セミナー 52, no. 7 (2007): 30-31.
6
Matsushita Yoshio 松下芳男, Meiji gunseishi ron,明治軍制史論 [The History of Military
System in Meiji Era ] (Tokyo: Yuuhikaku 有斐閣, 1956).
7
Endo Yoshinobu, 遠藤芳信, “1800 nendai niokeru rikugunshihouseido no keisei to gunpoukaigi
1880 年代における陸軍司法制度の形成と軍法会議” [The Establishment of the Military
Justice System and Court-martial in the 1880s] Historical Studies 歷史学研究 460 (1978): 1-9.
8
Endo Yoshinobu, “The Establishment of the Military Justice System and Court-martial in the
1880s”; Kasumi Nobuhiko 霞信彦, “Rikugun keiho no seitei 陸軍刑法の制定” [Enactment of
the Army Criminal Law], Legal Study 法学研究 57 (1984): 1-30.
9
Kasumi Nobuhiko, “Enactment of the Army Criminal Law”, 5-20.
5
5

military justice system.

Recently, Chien Ming-Yi (簡銘儀) conducted a study of the development of
Japan’s military justice system and Court-martial procedures in the Meiji era.10
However, she did not use primary sources or archival documents to substantiate
her views.

1.3.2 Implementation of Court-martial Procedures
Yamamoto Masao’s ( 山 本 政 雄 ) ‘Process of the Establishment of
Court-martial Law of the Imperial Japanese Army and Navy’ focused on the
creation and implementation of the Army Penal Code and Court-martial
procedures in practice from the Meiji to the Taisho era. He noted that the aim of
Japan’s military justice system was to harmonise the jurisdiction of the state with
military authority.11 He also indicated that the Meiji government’s attempt to
protect defendants’ human rights by revising the Gunpou Kaigi Hou (軍法会議法,
Court-martial law) in 1921 created continuous conflict between state jurisdiction
and the military authority. However, though basing on extensive archival materials
and first-hand sources, Yamamoto’s research did not address cases of military
offence or the corresponding verdicts, Nor did it provide evidence of a resolution
to state-military conflict provided by the military justice system.

Arai Tsutomu’s (新井勉) recent article, ‘The Trials of “Revolt Punishment”

Chien Ming-Yi 簡銘儀, “ Riben zhanqian junshi xingshi fazhi zhiyanjiu －yi 「junfahui yi」
weizhongxin 日本戰前軍事刑事法制之研究－以「軍法會議」為中心” [The Research of Japan's
Military Criminal Law System before World WarⅡ Focus on Council of Military Court] The
Military Law Journal 軍法專刊 60, no. 1 (2014): 110-119.
11
Yamamoto Masao 山本政雄, “Process of the Establishment of Court-martial Law of the
Imperial Japanese Army and Navy,” 49-55.
6
10

under the Imperial Japanese Army Criminal Law’, specifically discussed the
articles covering punishment for revolt and related military legal procedures. He
claimed that although the government had created regulations and articles to
protect human rights during court trials, it frequently bypassed legal procedures
and used its own methods to punish mutinous officers and soldiers. The study
shows that the Meiji government basically neglected human rights and that the
military justice system was a tool for military leaders to control their soldiers, not
to protect them.12 This study is to some extent significant; however, the author
focused only on specific articles of the Army Criminal Law and thus failed to
provide a full picture of the military justice system.

1.3.3 Moral and Spiritual Education and the Military Justice System
Addressing the relationship between military justice and education, Kumagai
Teruhisa (熊谷光久) attempted to determine whether discipline and order in the
Japanese army were improved by moral and spiritual education generally or by
the success of the military justice system.13 He argued that moral and spiritual
education was the most significant factor, imparting to soldiers moral and spiritual
values that collectively formed a faith in which they all believed. Thereafter, they
developed proper attitudes and behaviour. The current study focuses on the
relationship between the military justice system and discipline to provide further
insight into the above questions.

12

Arai Tsutomu 新井勉, “Rikugunkeihou ni okeru hanranzai to saiban: hanranzai to nairanzai no
kankei wo chuushin to shite 陸軍刑法における反乱罪と裁判 : 反乱罪と内乱罪の関係を中心
として” [The Trials of "Revolt Punishment" under the Imperial Japanese Army Criminal Law],
The Journal of Military History 軍事史學 50, no. 1 (2014): 4-24.
13
Kumagai Teruhisa 熊谷光久, Nippongun no seishinkyouiku: gunkifuuki no ijitaisaku no hatten,
日本軍の精神教育: 軍紀風紀の維持対策の発展 [Moral and Spiritual Education in the
Imperial Japanese Armed Forces: The Historical Development in the Military Policy] (Tokyo:
Kinseisha 錦正社, 2012).
7

In sum, although scholars have paid considerable attention to developments
in Japan’s military justice system and procedures, a thorough investigation of the
evolution and implementation of the military justice system is still lacking.

1.3.4 Contribution to knowledge
Conventional studies of Meiji military modernization emphasize Japan’s
initial adoption of Western equipment, training, organization, etc. Recently there
is a growing number of works on the social and cultural aspects of the modern
Japanese military. Some scholars refocus their attention on moral and spiritual
education for military personnel, attempting to explain its contribution to military
discipline in Japan’s new armed forces. However, the military justice system in
the Imperial Japanese Army that this thesis strives to investigate remains
under-researched.
Military justice aims to ensure obedience and good conduct of all members
in fighting units, in barracks as well as in battlefields because an army plagued by
military crimes such as desertion and absence without leave can never accomplish
its missions. At the same time, soldiers who are frequently maltreated have little
incentive to fight. Therefore, the Meiji leaders, who tried to create a modernized
army for Japan, made great effort to establish an effective army justice system
that would not only promote justice and maintain good order within the army, but
also improve military administration, and thereby strengthen the combat
effectiveness of the Imperial Japanese Army. A study of the Meiji army justice
system enables us to more fully assess the achievements of the Meiji military
reform.

8

1.4

Sources of Research

This thesis relies solely on textual analysis using a range of rarely quoted
sources. First, it draws on a range of declassified archives, specifically the records
of the Japan Centre for Asian Historical Records (JACAR), the National Institute
for Defence Studies (NIDS) and the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) – especially those with reference codes A (NARA) and C
(NIDS). The records with reference code A (NARA) contain a number of original
copies of documents illustrating the legislative process of the military justice
system. The records with reference code C (NIDS) demonstrate the practice of the
military justice system. These documents provide important materials such as
reports written by the commander of the Kempeitai, original copies of the minutes
of meetings and files on military offences committed each year within the army.
Therefore, this research not only offers a fresh perspective on Japan’s military
justice system but also shows the actual practice of military discipline at each
level of enlistment within the army and by each enforcement agency. Although
scholars working in this field have used the sources underlying the current study,
they have often neglected details of the official documents that reflect the actual
practice of military discipline.

Second, reference is made to another category of primary historical sources:
official diaries and other records of the Meiji era, such as the documentation of
Court-martial procedures during both wartime and peace. These sources not only
provide details of numerous criminal cases that shed light on the operation and
implementation of military justice in Meiji Japan but also facilitate assessment of
the effectiveness of the military justice system through comparisons of criminal
9

cases before and after the system was introduced. They thus offer insight into the
actual practice of law and order during wartime and peace.

Finally, analysis of the Book of the Interior Administration of the Army (内務
書) series and military textbooks facilitates investigation of the relationship
between the military justice system and military education. In particular, these
sources shed light on the government’s role in promoting the military justice
system. Military textbooks edited by regiment officers yield the novel finding that
officers imposed further rules and procedures on the ground reality of training.
This aids understanding of real-life instruction in military justice at the regimental
level. However, most scholars have neglected these two sources, particularly
military textbooks.

10

CHAPTER 2
Historical Background of the Modern Japanese Military Justice System

The Western military justice system was introduced to Japan in the late
Tokugawa period (1853-1867). However, the concept of military management had
appeared in Japan as early as in the 7th century. This chapter primarily offers a
retrospective on the development of pre-modern military management in Japan
and the ‘Way of the Samurai’, the key ideology underlying the military
management and military justice system of Meiji Japan. The chapter also
illustrates the characteristics of Japan’s modern military justice system in the 19th
century.

2.1 Pre-modern Military Management in Japan

2.1.1 Origins of Military Management in Japan
Any detailed discussion of ancient Japanese military management should
begin with an exploration of the emergence of the samurai (侍). The term
‘samurai’ originally referred to those who served in close attendance to the
nobility.14 During the Taika Reforms (大化革新, 645-650), Japanese aristocracy
adopted the Tang dynasty’s Fubing military system (府兵制): Emperor Mommu
(文武天皇, 683-707) introduced an edict according to which one in three or four
adult males between the ages of 20 and 59 was drafted into the national army.
Exemption was granted only to disabled persons and those holding noble titles.15

14

William Scott Wilson and Gregory Lee, ed., Ideals of the Samurai: Writings of Japanese
Warriors (Hillerød: Black Belt Communications; 1982), 17.
15
Karl F. Friday, Samurai, Warfare & the State in Early Medieval Japan (New York: Routledge,
2004), 34.
11

Soldiers were required to supply their own weapons, and in compensation, they
were exempted from duties and taxes. 16 Following the Chinese system, the
Imperial government organised its soldiers into units known as Gundan (軍団).17
After completing their regular duties, soldiers returned home to take up police and
garrison duties during peacetime, and continued to provide military service in
wartime.18 In the 8th century, the military system was downsized due to Japan’s
improving relationship with Silla (新羅).19 The Imperial Court sought to reform
the military system by introducing the Kokugagunsei (国衙軍制), which assigned
local nobles, given the new title of Oryoshi (押領使), to garrison missions, while
soldiers retained basic police duties.20 A Kokuga (国衙) chief was usually a
distant relative of the Emperor or prominent clan, often from the Minamoto clan
or the Taira clan, or a landlord.21 The Kokuga chiefs became local proprietors
known as Zaichi ryoshusei (在地領主), who sought to increase their power to
enable them to return to the capital and obtain higher-ranking positions. 22
Therefore, most Kokuga chiefs failed to carry out their duties of governance and
tax collection conscientiously, seeking instead to gain control of the land; their
soldiers often terrorised the regions at will.23

2.1.2 Formation of the Provincial Army
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The abovementioned local proprietors soon formed a class of warrior nobles
with the help of new fighting units known as bushi groups (武士団), taking over
army institutions.24 Unlike the imperial army, which had drawn on a publicly
conscripted pool of manpower, the new warrior nobles derived their military
power from their lineage and through recruitment. At that time, a bushi group was
thought of not as a single unit but as three units fused together: the sons or close
relatives of a family leader, fighting servants hired as mercenaries and the bushi
group’s leader and retainers.

Lineage and blood ties formed the basis of Japan’s feudal society. Names
represented identity in feudal Japan, comprising a family name – ‘myōji’ (苗字
or 名字) or ‘uji’ (氏) – and a given name. ‘No’ (の) meant ‘of’, so Minamoto no
Yoritomo (源頼朝) was Yoritomo (頼朝) of the Minamoto (源) clan. Household
members remained subordinate to their leaders; only death could put an end to
this relationship. Household members, therefore, were the core unit of
organisation.25

The second bushi unit, servants contracted to fight for the bushi group leader,
were not vassals of the organisation: leaders had to ensure that members remained
loyal in wartime by forging various kinds of alliance networks. Bushis often
leased land from and traded with their leaders.26 Bushi group leaders could also
strengthen their relationships with members through political marriage, which
made bushi honorary sons or relatives of the bushi group leader.
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The final unit was bushi group leaders and their retainers. Farmers made up
the major workforce of every bushi group, banding together with their lords to
resist the encroachments of other warlords and criminals, or perhaps seeking to
escape the perils of an anarchic and fluid society by keeping livestock.27 As a
result, the relationship between soldiers and bushi groups (武士団) was not based
on the principles of loyalty, honour and morality promoted by Confucianism and
the Sengoku daimyos.

2.1.3 The Provincial Army and Central Army
The Emperor and non-warrior nobility employed provincial warrior nobles to
carry out both battle and peacekeeping missions; these private organisations
always offered effective military service.28 Warrior nobles, whose ultimate goal
was to establish a samurai-dominated government, became a new force in the
politics of the Imperial Court due to their increasing military and economic power.
Taira no Kiyomori (平清盛, 1118-1181) was the first warrior to attain a higher
rank in the Imperial Court. 29 He briefly controlled the central government,
establishing the first samurai-dominated government, but was soon defeated by
the Minamoto clan during the Genpei War (1180-1185). 30 The victorious
Minamoto no Yoritomo (源頼朝, 1147-1199) established the Kamakura shogunate.
Soldiers were no longer criminals or policemen but members of a professional
fighting class. Yoritomo combined provincial warriors and elites such as landlords
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and other rich individuals to create a superior war machine under his direct
control.31 These Gokenin (御家人) were not tied to the shogun by blood but
vassals of the shogunate who were responsible for guarding the cities of Kyoto
(京都) and Kamakura (鎌倉) in peacetime and for fighting under the shogun’s
flag during war.32 The term ‘kenin’ (家人) referred to a person who owned family
property under the ritsuryō legal system, and ‘go’ denoted his prestige and identity
as a vassal.33 Every Gokenin took an oath of vassalage in exchange for protection
and the right to become a Shugo (守護, Governor) or Jitō (地頭, Lord of the
Manor). 34 They had the right to collect taxes and use them freely, but the
Kamakura shogun, who was the actual ruler and lawmaker, had the authority to
dismiss or demote them.

2.1.4 Earliest Military Laws
Throughout the Kamakura (1185-1333) and Muromachi periods (1392-1573),
shoguns became provincial military leaders supported by vassal corps and
retainers. At around the time of the Ōnin War (1467-1477), conflict between
Shugo became common.35 In the mid-Heian era, various bushi group leaders
established a legal code to ensure the loyalty and morality of their samurai, paving
the way for the emergence of the Bukehou (武家法, Samurai Code) in 1232. The
Kamakura shogunate introduced the Goseibai Shikimoku ( 御 成 敗 式 目 ,
Formulary of Adjudications), the first formal law to address land disputes between
vassals, aristocrats and peasants. The articles of the law were as follows.
31
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Article I

Shindo

Article II
Articles III-VI
Articles VII-VIII
Articles IX-XVII, XXXII-XXXIV
Articles XVIII-XXVII Civil law36

Buddhism
Shogunate and the Imperial Court
Principles of judgment
Criminal law

Articles VII to VIII described the nature and principles of the law, which also
applied to common people; Articles IX to XVII and XXXII to XXXIV regulated
criminal procedure and described the legal duties of the central government.
Centrally, the shogunate established the Samurai Tokoro (侍所, Samurai Affairs
Office), whose main responsibilities were related to military affairs and
peacekeeping, such as holding trials of samurai and determining punishments.37
Locally, the Rokuhara Tandai ( 六 波 羅 探 題 ), the provincial agents of the
shogunate, were responsible for legal duties. They reported their opinions on
cases to the central government and waited for the shogunate to make final
judgements and to impose sentences. In short, the Rokuhara Tandai were only
representatives; they did not share in the judicial power of the central government.

In addition to its legal function, the Goseibai Shikimoku consolidated the
vassalage relationship and the shogunate’s authority. Before enacting the Goseibai
Shikimoku, landlords implemented their own legal codes to ensure the loyalty and
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morality of their samurai; thereafter, power was transferred to the shogunate. For
instance, Articles III-VI regulated the duties and authority of the Shugo,
specifying three sets of taboo activities: rebellion, murder and night attack and
stealing. In short, the document reflected the centralisation of the legal system, as
a range of legal codes developed and edited by landlords were assimilated into the
Goseibai Shikimoku.

2.1.5 The Way of the Samurai (士道)
The concepts of loyalty and honour played increasingly important roles in
the shogun–vassal relationship. In the 13th century, Hōjō Shigetoki (北条重時,
1198-1261) wrote as follows.

“When one is serving officially or in the master’s court, he should not think
of 100 or 1,000 people, but should consider only the importance of his
master.”38

Shiba Yoshimasa (斯波義將, 1350–1410) also stated that a warrior should look
forward to a glorious death, as follows.

“It is a matter of regret to let the moment when one should die pass by... First,
a man whose profession is the use of arms should think and then act upon not
only his own fame, but also that of his descendants. He should not denigrate
his name forever by holding his one and only life too dear... One’s main
purpose in throwing away one’s life is to protect the Emperor or to further
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some great undertaking by a military general. This will accrue great fame to
one’s descendants.”39

The daimyos eulogised an image of the warrior fundamentally differently
from that of their ancestors, urging their subordinates to exhibit bravery, family
honour and selflessness.

Warrior writings (軍記物語, Gunki Monogatari), a category of popular
Japanese literature during the 13th and 14th centuries, also portrayed a moral
system for samurai.40 They emphasised loyalty to one’s lord and bravery in the
face of death. For instance, ‘Sanemori’, an episode of the Heike Monogatari (平
家物語), demonstrated the self-sacrificial spirit of Sanemori, who turned back to
engage the enemy to protect the retreating Heike forces.41 Warrior writings not
only prescribed the duties of the samurai but also established a code of conduct
for warriors. For instance, they indicated that the practice of beheading enemies
for war trophies might be regarded as an achievement on the battlefield but should
be condemned as misconduct if the enemy had already surrendered.42

During the Sengoku period, although the Ashikaga shogunate lost its
political power, the Samurai Code, with its emphasis on the ideal warrior, family
pride, bravery, loyalty and honour,43 continued to develop, as many warlords and
their retainers lived the lives of typical samurai. The sayings of Sengoku-period
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retainers and warlords maintained the spirit of the warrior writings. The following
statement by Kato Kiyomasa (加藤清正, 1562-1611) is an example.

“If a man does not investigate the matter of bushido daily, it will be difficult
for him to die a brave and manly death. Therefore, it is essential to deeply
engrave the business of the warrior into one’s mind.”44

Kato Kiyomasa also made the following statement.

“One should make great effort in matters of learning. One should read books
concerning military affairs and direct his attention exclusively to the virtues
of loyalty and filial piety... Those born into the houses of warriors should
seek to grasp both the long and the short sword and to die.”45

However, allegiance was extremely difficult to maintain in practice.
Gekokujō (下剋上) was prevalent during the Sengoku period, as vassals betrayed
their lords and formed an army in rebellion against the daimyos. This conflict
stemmed partly from the failure of the Sengoku daimyos, who called upon the
samurai to render them unflinching loyalty, to define the rights, conduct and
behaviour of their military personnel. Instead, the daimyos were concerned about
the recruitment of soldiers, the management of the army and the prevention of
defection. Samurai remained loyal to their lords as long as they were fed but were
ready to switch allegiance when the situation changed. Neither side took rights
and responsibilities into account.
44
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From the 13th century, Japan’s warlords or daimyos sought to create a new
ideology emphasising the unremitting loyalty of samurai to their lords. This
reflected daimyos’ concerns about the loyalty of their subordinates: they intended
to inculcate moral ethics in the army through popular culture, order and
regulations. Finally, they found the solution: Confucianism. This was the root of
Japan’s adoption of Confucianism in the early Edo period.

Confucianism changed the nature of the Way of the Samurai during the Edo
period (1615-1868). At this time, bushido took two main forms. The first was
based on the philosophy of striving towards death; the representative school was
Hagakure ( 葉 隱 ). 46 The second emphasised virtues and social order; the
representative school was Confucianism. Confucianism formed the basis of new
military ethics in the Edo period. The central government sought to use Confucian
ethics to civilise the provincial armies. Yamaga Sokō (山鹿素行, 1622–1685)
attempted to codify bushido via the Cheng-Zhu school (程朱理學) of Confucian
values, which paid particular attention to integrity, compassion and loyalty.
Yamaga’s conception of bushido had a great influence on the samurai class and
the shogunate. It became the most important part of the samurai’s code of conduct
and life. Yamaga wrote a series of books on the Way of the Samurai (士道),
emphasising that samurai should be models for and teachers of the people.47

The life of the samurai changed in the early Edo period. Once responsible for
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battle missions while local people worked in different professions, they no longer
needed to fight in the new time. What, then, should they do? Yamaga Sokō argued
that samurai should offer a moral model for civilians by managing their habits and
maintaining a proper level of morality. 48 Yamaga’s teaching encouraged the
samurai to improve their behaviour to become rulers following the Chinese
conception of shi (士).

For Yamaga, Confucian bushido was the spirit of the samurai. However, the
samurai experienced difficult times during the Tokugawa period (1615-1868). In
the Tokugawa political system, samurai were the real rulers of society, each
controlling small portions of land, along with the peasants who farmed them.
After the war had ended, however, a number of lower-rank samurai lost hope of
social elevation and had to adjust to more modest incomes and humbler lives in
which bushido played a declining role. Therefore, Yamamoto Tsunetomo strove to
rejuvenate samurai society and its associated culture and wisdom.49

In sum, the government intended to foster solidarity and allegiance rather
than military discipline by promoting ethics and Confucianism during the Edo
period. The government sought to maintain discipline and order in the army by
reforming the samurai class from the level of soldiers to that of the governor,
maintaining social order under the feudal system.

2.2
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Military justice is a modern ideology. Even in Europe, where legal systems
came into shape in the late Middle Ages, military justice systems were slow to grow
until the 17th century.

2.2.1 Beginning of Modern Military Law
A version of modern military law first appeared in the UK in the 17th century.
The Articles of War of 1666 represented the earliest modern application of military
law to the army.50 The Articles of War regulated members of the armed forces
during wartime and established a military court and military procedures for the trial
of military offenders.51 In 1689, the first Mutiny Act was passed by Parliament in
response to the mutiny of the standing army, which was loyal to James II.
Subsequently, soldiers could be tried by Court-martial.52 This was an important
change, with the military forces of the Crown brought under the direct and
immediate control of the state. In 1774, Parliament expanded the Articles of War to
include 20 sections and 112 articles on the armed forces. In the 18th century, the
King of England still played a major role in the structure of English governance.53
The government was controlled by the King and his ministers, not by the English
people.

The reform of military law in the UK made the army subject to the people and
government; however, UK military law retained late medieval elements such as the
neglect of human rights and the conviction of soldiers by civilian courts. Against this
50
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backdrop, the French Revolution catalysed a reorganisation of military justice.
In 1793, the French government enacted a military law divided into four sections:
desertion, treason, theft and insubordination.54 Under the 1793 law, each crime had
only one type of penalty.55 A tribunal could not impose a range of punishments nor
distinguish between soldiers, non-commissioned officers (NCOs) (sergeants) and
officers. Everyone received the same penalty for the same crime.56 The 1793 law
also established a new military court system composed of a prosecutor, three judges
and a nine-member jury.57 These reforms did not disappear immediately after the
death of Robespierre. The 1796 law created a definitive rupture between military and
civilian justice.58 Under the new law, soldiers came under the jurisdiction of military
courts whether they had committed a military or a civilian crime or misdemeanour.
A permanent military court known as a conseil de guerre was established in each
division. Division commanders gained the power to investigate and real authority
over military justice.59 The 1796 law also created France’s first military appeals
courts, called revision councils, each of which was composed of a general as
president and three other senior officers.60 The 1796 legal code advanced military
justice in various ways: for example, offences were newly categorised, sentences
were introduced to match the gravity of a crime or misdemeanour, military courts
were given greater authority in investigating and trialling cases and provisions were
made for military appeals. This code provided a foundation for other nations’
enactment of comprehensive military justice codes.
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For example, in 1881, the UK’s Mutiny Act and Articles of War were merged
into one edict: The Army Act.61 This act covered military offences carried out in
both peacetime and war. With the introduction of military ordinances and the 1881
Army Act, soldiers were no longer a private army subject to military law only in
wartime. Members of the armed forces were tried by courts-martial rather than
civilian courts, military jurisdiction became thus simple and effective.62 Military
justice in the UK was refined further, with reform measures covering the procedures
of military justice, the composition of courts and even the authority and duties of
commanders. In the 19th century, the government required a better military justice
system.

2.2.2 Development of the Military Justice System in the 19th Century
Japan’s military justice system was significantly reorganised during the 19th
century. First, the new military justice system separated military from civil justice.
Regular armies began to emerge as the military justice system was reformed. The
rise of conscription increased the need for military justice; recruits came from the
lower classes of society, and many had never experienced military service, because
of their low social status. Conscription brought new challenges to the regime and
made military justice an imminent issue. To solve these problems, European
countries such as France, Germany and the UK enacted military justice codes that
reformed their military justice systems in different ways. For example, they
established unique legal systems for the army and navy, such as courts-martial with
jurisdiction over all military personnel and appeal courts separating soldiers from
61
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citizens. In the early 19th century, officers still tended to use strict punishment to
maintain discipline within armies: for example, the lashing was the most common
punishment in European armies. However, the view of strict punishment as the best
method of maintaining discipline began to change during the 19th century.

Second, the new military justice system brought a systematic and uniform of
military justice to the army. Before the 19th century, military law had been combined
with civilian law: members of the armed forces were tried in civilian courts rather
than courts-martial and statutory penalties were not based on the gravity of the crime.
Military personnel often suffered as a result of unfair statutory provisions. During
the 19th century, the enactment of the French military justice code in 1857 and the
German military penal code in 1872 provided their armies with a much more
systematic form of military justice, as both codes supplied a categorisation of
offences. For example, the French military-justice code enacted in 1857 was divided
into nine sections covering mutiny, desertion, insubordination, etc.63 It provided a
clear definition of each offence/crime and corresponding punishment. The French
military justice code also defined the responsibilities and duties of each enforcement
agency, such as the military police and commanders. This made the military justice
system more efficient, solving a key problem with the system.

This amendment to military justice solved the problem of soldiers’
dissatisfaction with the system, especially the lack of clear definitions of crimes and
sentences and officers’ use of the lash to maintain discipline. However, the
amendment failed to address the criticisms of the system made by common law
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practitioners, who condemned military services and the procedure of military justice,
although with little effect.64 In 1807, a General Order was issued to limit sentences
to a maximum of 1,000 lashes.65

Meiji Japan was in the same situation as that of European countries in the
19th century. Conscription brought the common people to military service. Most
belonged to the lower class, which had not experienced military service for more
than 200 years. Conflict between the traditional legal system and the imported
Western style created obstacles to implementation at every level of enlistment.
How did the Japanese attempt to solve these problems? The next chapter shows
how discipline and ordinances changed during the Meiji period in response to
disciplinary problems arising among soldiers.

2.3

Early Attempts to Deal with Military Justice in Bakumatsu (幕末) Period

The military justice system in modern Japan originated in the Bakumatsu (幕
末) period. Tokugawa shoguns retained power by maintaining a feudal political
system that lasted until the arrival of Matthew C. Perry (1794-1858) in 1852. To
reassert their political power through military modernisation, shoguns invited
Western advisors to help modernise the armies of the bakufu. In 1867, a French
military task force provided Western-style military training for the shogun’s
samurai forces.66 As the same time, some powerful Tozama daimyos (外様大名,
64
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external daimyos) launched similar reforms, causing conflict between Tozama and
the shogunate that finally led to the Boshin War.67

Under the feudal system, only members of the samurai class were allowed to
own weapons. However, both the Tozama daimyos and the shogunate expanded
their armies by recruiting farmers and merchants as soldiers. Although the bakufu
rejected the idea of adopting a nohei (農兵) system, primary sources such as the
following demonstrated that the tide was changing.

“Before the Restoration, there was a gradual change in the Empire resulting
in the appearance of urgent military preparations for both internal and
external purposes. The need frequently arose for each clan to increase the
number of its soldiers; keenly feeling the insufficiency of the former clan
soldiers, the clans organised troops by summoning the dependents of regular
soldiers or by recruiting peasants and commoners.”68

The nohei, whose number grew tremendously in various clans, including the
bakufu, joined the ronin (浪人, lordless samurai) as a major source of manpower
for Japan’s military organisation. Competition for jobs led to frequent conflict
between the nohei and the samurai. To ensure a continuous supply of battle-ready
soldiers, Takasugi Shinsaku (高杉晋作, 1839-1867) created the first national
Japanese army by founding the Kiheitai (奇兵隊, the Irregular Militia), members
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of which came from all social classes, including farmers, merchants and samurai.
Takasugi believed that the samurai spirit had already decayed, as indicated in the
following quotation.

“The stipendiary samurai have become soft and indolent through years of
peace and idleness. Their martial prowess has been dulled. To reinvigorate an
army one must recruit volunteers with spirit, courage and skill regardless of
their class, whether they be samurai, peasants or artisans.”69

Takasugi emphasised that as the samurai received hereditary stipends but had
been useless in battle for 200 years, it was necessary to recruit new soldiers who
were brave and strong, regardless of their social status. To assemble these new
recruits, who were civilians now bearing arms and who came into frequent
conflict with samurai, into a well-disciplined fighting force, Takasugi introduced
the Kiheitai Gunritsu (奇兵隊軍律, Military Law of the Irregular Militia), which
was in many ways similar to the Samurai Code. Thanks to the Kiheitai Gunritsu,
which sought to eradicate drinking, gambling, adultery, etc. from the army,70 the
Kiheitai was one of the most well-disciplined armies in Japan in that period.

During the Boshin War, the imperial army was composed of different clans
that supported the Emperor, requiring the effective management of diverse armies.
The commander-prince Arisugawa Taruhito introduced a set of principles to
regulate the conduct of the army (陸軍諸法度) during wartime but did not specify
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punishments because neither the imperial army nor commanders had the right to
punish soldiers from the clans.71

In 1861, the shogun began to study foreign military and naval institutions.
Shibata Takenaka (柴田剛中, 1823-1877) requested that the UK and France send
military task-forces to provide training in Western warfare. The UK provided
support for the bakufu naval forces through the Tracey Mission, while the French
provided training for the shogun’s land forces. 72 A French military advisory
board arrived on 14 January 1867 to train the elite corps of the shogunate, the
Denshutai (伝習隊). Little more than a year had passed before the shogunate was
defeated by imperial forces in 1868. During this period, the shogunate requested
that French officers submit a set of proposed reforms for Japan’s military system.
Accordingly, Messelot Edouard Auguste submitted to the shogunate French
military envoy a report ( 法 蘭 西 軍 務 使 臣 建 白 和 解 ) 73 containing
recommendations such as the creation of military laws and courts.74 However,
this report was not implemented because the bakufu was abolished after the
Boshin War (1868-1869).
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CHAPTER 3
Reception of the Military Justice System in the Early Meiji Period

In the Tokugawa period, military service both constituted an occupational
category and denoted social status. This also reflected the nature of the authority
held by the samurai class over Japan’s society and political regime for 1,000 years.
The Meiji government’s establishment of conscription led to a redefinition of
military service in 1873. The replacement of the warrior with the conscript soldier
was a complex process, requiring reforms to both the military justice system and
army management. This process started in the late Tokugawa period with a series
of disparate reform efforts. The Japanese realised that the adoption of statutory
provisions would also require organisational and implementational changes. This
chapter illustrates the initial reception of the Western military justice system and
the challenges it encountered.

3.1

Reception of the Western Military Justice System in Modern Japan

3.1.1 Initial Reception of Military Law in the Early Meiji Period
In early 1868, an alliance of loyalist domains led by Choshu and Satsuma
proclaimed the restoration of imperial rule. To fulfil this declaration, the new
government had to eliminate the military threat posed by the shogunate and its
allies by forming a military hodgepodge with contributions from loyalist
domains.75 Although the Meiji government successfully organised a coalition
with more than 10,000 soldiers,76 the provincial armies still belonged to the
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domains and the central army relied on “contributions” from the domains, almost
all of whom were loyalist domain warriors. As the soldiers were not under the
command of the government, it was impossible to centrally control their
behaviour and discipline.

After the war, many domains lost interest in maintaining armies that they did
not control. The government abandoned the federal system and created a new
security force called Goshinpei (御親兵), which was in part composed of soldiers
from Choshu and Satsuma.77 The warriors’ poor discipline created problems for
the new government from the beginning. The government made an abortive
attempt to maintain discipline within the army by reviving military law. In 1869,
the government issued an edict entitled Gunritsu (軍律, Military Law).78 The
articles were as follows:

第一ヶ條
一徒黨ハ古來ノ制禁タリ依之黨首ハ死刑則於刑法場其黨與ノ者ヲ以之
ヲ刑セシメ其與黨ハ三日ノ謹愼ヲ命スヘシ
Article 1: Conspiracy has been forbidden since ancient times; the leader shall
be sentenced to the death penalty and the others shall receive a 3-day
suspension.
第二ヶ條
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武器戎服ヲ携脱スル者ハ死刑タルヘシ.但數年ヲ經ルモ其罪ヲ減スル
事ナシ若脱スルノ後三日ヲ出ス歸ル者ハ第三ヶ條初度ノ例ニ同シ
Article 2: Any person who throws their weapon and uniform away on
desertion shall suffer the death penalty, but this may be commuted after
several years; if the person returns to the barracks within 3 days, the
punishment shall be the same as specified in Article 3.
第三ヶ條
一武器戎服ヲ返シ而シテ脱ル者初度ハ五十日ノ間假牢再度ニ及者ハ流
罪タルヘシ.但假牢ノ法稽古及ヒ食事ハ常ノ如シ只休憩ノ時ヲ以禁錮
スヘシ脱スルノ後三日ヲ出スシテ歸ル者ハ三十日假牢再度犯ス者ハ五
十日假牢
Article 3: A first offender who returns to the barracks after desertion shall be
imprisoned for 50 days.
第四ヶ條
一於局外故ナク金談ニ及ヲ禁ス押借强談ハ尤嚴禁タリ犯ス者其罪ノ輕
重ニヨリ死刑或遠流等ヲ以處スヘシ
Article 4: No discussion of money matters, particularly the borrowing of
money, is allowed in the barracks. Offenders shall receive the death penalty
or banishment depending on the seriousness of the case.
第五ヶ條
一局中局外共賭博ハ嚴禁タリ若犯ス者ハ三十日假牢.但賭博數度ニ及
フ者或者舊惡有之上猶再三犯ス者ノ如キハ五十日百日ノ間假牢タルヘ
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Article 5: No gambling either inside or outside the barracks. First offenders
shall suffer 30 days’ imprisonment; repeat offenders shall receive 50 days’
imprisonment to break their bad habit.

However, this law was difficult to implement for four reasons. First, after the
collapse of the Tokugawa social order, the samurai were no longer socialised by
the disciplinary norms instituted by the Meiji leaders. As the Meiji government
could not afford to alienate its supporters, the conduct of warrior soldiers had to
be dealt with delicately. Unsurprisingly, Edo, the biggest city in Japan,
experienced chaos and violence caused by the misconduct of provincial soldiers
in 1868.80

Second, some of the soldiers were shizoku (士族) or ronin (浪人) in
temporary employment: some had been recruited by the new government, while
others were volunteers. They thus did not feel obliged to obey the law; the
Gunmukyoku (軍務局, Military Affairs Bureau) reported that ‘when not on duty
[conscripts] often disperse throughout the town and commit the usual crimes’.81
Infantry soldiers roamed the cities at night, causing trouble for local merchants.
To distinguish these ruffians from loyalist soldiers, local officials politely
requested that all allied domains keep their men out of the city.
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Third, at the provincial level, the domains were required to manage their
respective soldiers,82 reflecting the Meiji government’s lack of jurisdiction over
soldiers at the provincial level. At the same time, the domains were not
implementing the required law. As a result, misbehaviour was still an issue in the
mid-1870s when the War Ministry finally formulated a policy for punishing
soldiers who got into fights while off duty.

Third, the Gunritsu (軍律, Military Law) edict specified a temporary law to
be replaced with the Kairikugun Keiritsu (海陸軍刑律, Naval and Army Criminal
Law) by the Meiji government. The Gunritsu focused on desertion and other
offences committed by soldiers within barracks and thus failed to cover the
majority of potential offences and crimes. In practice, therefore, the government
did not always use this law to set punishments. For example, a soldier called
Hachisanrou (八三郎) who deserted his barracks and raped a woman received the
death penalty after he was caught; as Gunritsu did not cover the crime of rape,
Hachisanrou’s punishment was determined independently and in an exceptional
way.83 For these reasons, the Gunritsu was difficult to carry out and ultimately
met with little success.

Other reforms, such as the introduction of a new military law by Nishi
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Amane (西周, 1829-1897) in 187284 and the promulgation of the formal military
law, Kairikugun Keiritsu (海陸軍刑律, Naval and Army Criminal Law), were
equally unsuccessful. Amane’s military law was inconsistent with the Naval and
Army Criminal Law,85 which was limited in scope, aiming primarily to foster a
spirit of bravery and to emphasise ‘spiritual and reputation punishment’.
Demotion, forced suicide, dismissal and physical punishment were adopted to
ensure soldiers’ bravery and loyalty, 86 but these practices were not fully
implemented. The Meiji leaders even introduced oaths (読法) to the army: new
soldiers were required to swear that they would obey the law, remain loyal to the
Emperor, etc.87 However, this hard-line effort to control discipline in the army did
not succeed. Private punishment was common within barracks, and officers
continued to practise traditional punishment, never holding the Naval and Army
Criminal Law in high regard. 88 According to the revised Book of Interior
Administration ( 軍 隊 内 務 書 改 正 理 由 書 ), more than 10 violent incidents
involving soldiers responsible for security (陸軍巡邏卒) and police officers
occurred in Tokyo from 1872 to 1873.89 As a result, the public image of soldiers
was poor. Despite its failure, however, the Naval and Army Criminal Law
represented the first introduction of Western military law to Japan.
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3.2

Formation of National Army and Growing Demand for Military Law

3.2.1 Formation of National Army
The Meiji leaders realised that Japan’s domain divisions would threaten the
new government. As a result, they decided to build a national army. The new
government faced the challenge of convincing newly autonomous domains to
subordinate themselves and their armed forces to a central authority. The creation
of the Imperial Guard in 1871 marked the beginning of a decade-long attempt to
build a national army. In 1871, central authorities reformed the organisation of the
army. The government recruited volunteers from samurai families and Goshinpei
(御親兵) to form new military units called garrisons (鎮台, chindai), which were
stationed in Tokyo, Osaka, Kumamoto and Sendai. These garrisons replaced the
domain armies. However, although the domain armies had been disbanded, the
potential for large-scale armed rebellion did not decrease. Older samurai formed
political groups rejecting both overseas expansion and Westernisation and calling
for a return to the old feudal order, and they launched large-scale armed rebellions
such as the Saga Rebellion (1874), the Shinpuren Rebellion (1876), the Hagi
Rebellion (1876) and the Akizuki Rebellion (1876). After these rebellions were
suppressed, the rebels were executed without the chance to plead in court, while
the soldiers received only lenient punishment.

The government attempted to create a strong army loyal to the Emperor and
the government. Omura Masujiro ( 大 村 益 次 郎 , 1824-1869), 90 Yamagata
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Aritomo (山縣有朋, 1838-1922) and Kido Koin (木戸孝允, 1833-1877) 91
recommended establishing a conscript army drawn from the entire population.92
Their views were opposed by almost all of their fellow samurai and other peers;
the samurai feared in particular that they might lose their role and status in the
new Meiji order. However, the situation changed when Yamagata Aritomo
returned from a trip to Europe.93 He succeeded in convincing his peers that mass
conscription was crucial not only to build up military strength but also to create a
loyal army. As a result, the Meiji leaders decided to eliminate samurai privileges
and organise a national conscript army. In January 1873, after months of planning
and drafting, the government established a conscription system that required
recruits to undertake 2 years of service in the first reserve (active) and another 2
in the second reserve (standby). The Army Ministry set the minimum requirement
for average height at 5 feet to maximise the number of people who would pass the
conscription examination; it also recorded the people who sought exemption
legally or illegally.94 However, the system remained unpopular for decades. In
1877, about 250,000 of 300,000 potential recruits asked for exemptions. The
numbers were even worse in 1878, when 291,000 of 326,000 eligible young men
claimed exemptions.95

The implementation of the conscription edict was impeded by the small scale
of the army, which was composed of four garrisons of about 10,000 soldiers and
covered a fairly small area of land. Most of the battalions (9 out of 18) were
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stationed in the Tokyo garrison.96 As the garrisons would no longer solely house
military units and a military station but also provide a platform for conscription
examination, the government needed to increase the number of garrisons and
reorganise the battalions. As a result, the Army Ministry revised its garrison
system in the same month. Garrisons in Nagoya and Hiroshima were added to the
existing four garrisons. However, only the Tokyo garrison actually conducted a
conscription examination immediately after the Conscription Ordinance was
issued. Osaka and Nagoya followed suit in the last months of 1873. The
remaining three garrisons began recruiting late in 1874.97 The implementation
measures included helping garrison officers to conduct conscription examinations
in villages; however, local leaders sometimes helped the people to avoid military
service.98 As the recruitment quota was never met, the central government had no
alternative but to continue to fill the vacancies with members of the Shizoku (士
族, warrior family) and Sotsu (卒族, lower warrior family) clans, collectively
termed sohei (壮兵, warrior-family soldiers).99 As a result, sohei made up the
majority of the army until 1876. At the same time, the government had no
intention of selecting all of the individuals who passed the conscription
examination for military service in the early Meiji period.

Based on the recruitment quotas of the six garrisons, the government created
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only 14 regiments of infantry, 2 battalions of cavalry and 9 battalions of artillery
soldiers.100 The government also encountered great difficulty in feeding such a
large army until the introduction of the Land Tax Reform in 1873, which ensured
a steady tax revenue.101 This gave the Army Ministry more resources to support
its new system.
Table 1 Recruitment Quotas of Six Garrisons in 1875 (六管鎮台兵額表)
Branch

Total number of Total number of Proposed number
units

soldiers

of recruits per year

Infantry

42 battalions/14 26,800
regiments

8,960

Cavalry

Two battalions

240

80

Artillery

Nine battalions

2,160

720

Sappers

Nine platoons

1,080

360

Logistics officers

Six platoons

360

120

Coastal artillery
Nine teams
720
240
Source: Hashizume Me 橋詰敏, ed., Naikaiichiran 内外一覧 [The Introduction
of Domestic and Foreign Affair] (Tokyo: Kaosaiko 咬菜窩, 1876).
Table 2 Proposed Recruitment Quotas and Recruit Numbers in Practice
Year

Size of pool Number to Number of Number
of potential pass
vacancies
recruited
recruits
conscription
examination

1877

301,259

51,486

10,697

10,688

1878

327,689

36,504

10,158

9,819

1879

321,594

34,365

10,299

8,605

1880

273,278

23,977

25,374

19,885

1881

306,717

24,068

24,767

18,391

1882

280,813

25,813

24,817

19,780
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1883

308,723

32,038

26,208

23,609

Sources: Rikugun gunseinenbou [Army Ministry of Japan Administration Annual
Report] ( 陸 軍 軍 政年報 ); Rikugunshou nenbou [Army Ministry of Japan
Annual Statistics Report] (陸軍省年報) (Tokyo: Army Ministry, 1877-1883).
Although the Army Ministry failed to meet its recruitment quotas, it
continued to seek to replace the sohei with a conscription army. In 1875, the Army
Ministry dismissed the sohei from the army.102 However, it was soon clear that
the number of soldiers in the army was insufficient to suppress the Satsuma
Rebellion, so the sohei were recruited again.103

As shown in Table 2, the gap between the number of vacancies and the
number of conscripts recruited narrowed after 1877 because the government
strictly implemented its conscription measures, revised the Conscription
Ordinance in 1879 and removed a number of exemptions. As a result, the number
of recruits increased and conscripted soldiers finally replaced the sohei. In the
1880s, the government pursued military expansion to prepare for war with China,
increasing recruitment quotas. The number of infantry regiments rose from 14 to
24 by 1884. In sum, members of warrior families continued to form the bulk of
the army in the years following the introduction of the conscription edict, but the
government was gradually able to replace sohei with conscripted soldiers and
thereby achieve military expansion.

3.2.2 Discipline Problems among Sohei and Conscripts
In late December 1873, two incidents broke out in the Kumamoto and
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Kagoshima barracks. Both incidents involved arson and desertion. More than 400
men, almost an entire battalion, left the Kagoshima barracks and never
returned.104 The sohei were known for their violence. Fighting was common,
whether due to personal grievances or to rivalry between domains. The Army
Ministry found the behaviour of its conscripts to be much better than that of the
sohei. The Tokyo garrison’s commanders considered the conscription effort
revolutionary. ‘All sohei have been replaced with conscripts, and their bad habits
have been completely removed’.105 The commander of the Kumamoto garrison
reported that his all-Shizoku 22nd Infantry Battalion had committed the largest
number of disciplinary infractions and crimes in the whole regiment. 106 The sohei
frequently failed to obey orders. However, some statistics indicate that the
percentage of offences committed by warrior families during the 1880s was only
14% in the army and 30% in the navy, surpassed by the figures for new
recruits. 107 The remaining sohei held higher ranks, often corporal or above,
during the 1880s. These sohei often maintained good discipline and wished to
remain in military service. Although it is difficult to find reports of violence
between sohei and conscripts, the former were evidently narrow-minded and
regarded the conscripts as enemies. The police were composed predominantly of
members of warrior families, and some reports indicate that the police and
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soldiers were always in conflict.108 Members of the warrior class traditionally
belonged to the military nobility and officer caste. When Emperor Meiji abolished
the rights of the samurai, the former warriors felt that their honour had been lost.
Some blamed the new conscripts and the army authorities. During the 1870s, the
number of rebellions by samurai increased.

The conscript army alleviated some disciplinary problems but created others.
As the conscripts, had not volunteered for military service but had been forced to
join the army, desertion became more common after 1873. However, this crime
often received a lenient punishment. For example, Suzuki Torazo deserted on 18
June 1873, within 2 months of his arrival at the Tokyo garrison. Instead of
returning to the barracks after his Sunday furlough, Torazo met up with his uncle,
who had been entrusted by his father with the task of helping him escape. Torazo
made it as far as the town of Kumagaya in Saitama, where he sold his uniform,
hat and other equipment. Torazo spent much of the next 3 years wandering around
the northern Kanto region. He was arrested in mid-September 1877 on his return
to Tokyo but received only a 50-lash caning for his desertion.109 The incidence of
desertion increased rapidly in 1877, when news of the Satsuma Rebellion spread
through the army. The Army Ministry instructed garrisons to post additional
guards around their barracks.110 Deserters had a significantly negative effect on
civilian life. They had very little money and tended to engage in dissolute
behaviour such as robbery, murder and drunkenness. As a result, the army’s
relationship with civilians became strained. The Osaka garrison reported that
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prices often increased dramatically when soldiers were purchasing items. 111 For
farm boys or young men forced to join the army, life was often so unbearable, that
they chose to desert. The Army Ministry tried to reward deserters who returned to
their barracks112 but continued to face difficulties in instituting the Conscription
Ordinance. This leads to the following question: why was military service so
terrible?

3.2.3 Book of Interior Administration (內務書) and Regulations within Barracks
The main aim of the Army Ministry was to standardise training and
discipline, but this proved difficult in practice; at the very least, it did not happen
overnight. Soldiers’ daily lives were governed by the same schedule and
regulations. In other words, army procedure and discipline gave recruits common
experiences that they would not have had in civilian life. In the barracks, soldiers
learned how to behave in ways that the army considered appropriate: they were
subject to regulations prohibiting offences such as desertion, malingering, the
formation of gangs and fighting. Numerous regulations reminded these former
farm boys to perform well and follow the regulations outlined for the barracks or
receive punishment. The Army Ministry wanted to set a model of order and
discipline for all of its soldiers. The Book of Interior Administration (內務書)
series successfully introduced regulations to the barracks. The first edition was
published in 1872.113 The Book of Interior Administration was modelled on
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Prussia’s military regulations for barracks. It encouraged obedience, order and
discipline, and soldiers were required to follow their officers under all
circumstances. The first chapter, for instance, contained a section entitled
‘Regulations regarding saluting and obedience’, which began as follows. ‘[Salutes]
fix the [proper] order of superiors and subordinates. And those apportioned as
army personnel should never violate them. . .. This is a matter not merely of
subordinates’ showing respect towards superiors, but of their sincerely
committing to an honourable and respectful attitude’.114 The regulations show
that the most important aspect of subordinates’ proper conduct was obedience to
their commanding officers. The Book of Interior Administration accepted and
indeed encouraged private punishment. Officers took soldiers’ conduct very
seriously; insufficiently respectful soldiers often received punishments decided by
officers and higher-ranking soldiers, which rarely followed military law. The
‘privileged class’ controlled regulations and punishments. In particular, officers
from the samurai class regarded the soldiers from common backgrounds as of low
status and incapable of behaving worthily. It is not difficult to understand why
deserters disliked army life. In general, the promotion of the Book of Interior
Administration was insufficient while fighting capacity was still prioritised over
discipline.

3.3

Disciplinary Problems among Conscripted Soldiers during the Satsuma
Rebellion (西南戦争)

In 1877, the Satsuma Rebellion, the last and most serious of a series of
of Infantry] (Tokyo: Army Ministry, 1972).
114
D. Colin Jaundrill, Samurai to Soldier: Remaking Military Service in Nineteenth-Century
Japan, 171.
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uprisings by former samurai against the Meiji government, erupted in Kyushu (九
州). The rebellion was led by the founder of the Meiji government, Saigo
Takamori (西郷隆盛, 1828-1877). It posed a real threat to conscripted soldiers
and to the stability of the Meiji government. The government deployed almost its
entire army (13 of 14 regiments) and resources, with 60,000 troops and 9,000
police charged with quelling the rebels. According to the Official History of the
Satsuma Rebellion (征西戦記稿 ), the government mobilised 45,819 soldiers,
including 22,661 garrison soldiers (chindaihei), 17,913 sohei and 3,020 imperial
guardsmen (konoehei). 115 The sohei comprised about 8,000 warrior-family
soldiers from domain armies, such as the Kumamoto, Hiroshima and Sendai
garrisons. The remainder were 10,000 shizoku who temporarily enlisted during
the war.116

3.3.1 Disciplinary Problems among Conscripted Soldiers
The Satsuma rebels were ultimately defeated by the government. The
suppression of the Satsuma Rebellion secured long-term stability for the
centralising movement and military reform and brought an end to the samurai
class and traditional military service.

Yamagata Aritomo, the instigator of Japan’s conscription efforts, insisted that
the conscripted army had good discipline and was loyal to the central government,
maintaining that after a period of training, the conscript army had become more
disciplined and their morale had been boosted. Based on this claim, the challenges
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to military reform had already been overcome.117 However, the discipline of the
army’s conscripted soldiers worsened during the Satsuma Rebellion. According to
officer diaries, stealing was common on the front line due to food shortages,
although the commander of the Kumamoto garrison reiterated that theft was a
serious offence incurring serious punishment. A number of cases of looting and
stealing were reported during the Satsuma Rebellion, and the criminals often
received lenient punishments. For example, Kawamura Sumiyoshi (川村純義,
1836-1904) reported that the conscripted army regularly committed crimes such
as raiding and rape. 118 After receiving this report, Yamagata announced that
soldiers stealing property or setting foot on land for illegal purposes would
receive serious punishment. However, evidence suggests that the army tended to
give light sentences. The government promulgated a formal military law entitled
Kairikugun Keiritsu (海陸軍刑律 , Naval and Army Criminal Law) in 1872.
However, the military authorities did not follow this law; instead, they issued
temporary military laws (仮治罪法) and set up temporary military courts on the
front line. According to the temporary military law (仮治罪法), offenders found
guilty in the ranks were sent to the temporary military court and suffered either
dismissal with disgrace or imprisonment for light offences; they were sent to the
Court-martial for committing serious offences.119

3.3.2 Incompatibility of Western and Japanese legal concepts
Legal conflict arose between the traditional system and the Western system.
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In the early Meiji period, the Japanese legal system was still strongly affected by
China

and

Chinese

traditions.

One

example

was

断 罪 無 正 条

(Denchaimuseijoou), according to which if the penal code did not cover the
conduct to be punished, the judge could refer to other legal documents, such as
civilian law. In addition, 不応為条 (Fuouijou) indicated that if neither offence
nor penalty was covered by the penal code, punishment should be determined by
the judge. As a result, the judgement standards used and sentences given by
judges were not justified. According to Judgements in Wartime (征討中口書断
案), crimes such as stealing were not covered by military law, so judges such as
Kuwashi Okazawa referred instead to customary law (常法). The following are
typical examples. Consider first a case of theft of property during military
operations. According to Article 176 of the Kairikugun Keiritsu (海陸軍刑律,
Naval and Army Criminal Law), any member of the armed forces who stole
property worth 1 yen or more was subject to punishment by his commander.
Under civilian law, individuals convicted of theft received 40 days’ imprisonment,
but the soldier in this case only suffered 20 days’ imprisonment.120 The second
example is of a soldier who deserted to avoid active service. According to Article
117 of the Kairikugun Keiritsu, any member of the armed forces to leave his unit,
organisation or place of duty with the intention of avoiding military duties and/or
returning to his hometown was guilty of defection and subject to the death penalty.
However, the soldier in question suffered only 3 years’ imprisonment. The judge
120

The Chancellor commuted the sentences from 40-20 days, because he believed this soldiers is
not steal it Intentionally. “5getsu12nichi Tanaka Kikuzo, Shimamura Kihei heno hannketsu
bunn(chouyaku 20 nichi) rikugunnchuusa Okazawa Kuwashi, rikugunnsaihann daishuri Inoue
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stated that as the country was undergoing civil war and the enemy was also
Japanese, so the soldier was not guilty of defection.121

In many cases, suspects were acquitted by the Chancellor. In one case, a
soldier injured a policeman but was required only to pay the policeman’s medical
costs to secure his release.122 In another case, a soldier stole enemy property
during military operations suffered no punishment because his actions were
regarded as plunder.123

Conscripted soldiers and the shizoku, who were also temporarily enlisted by
the government, sought only material rewards. The government’s payment of
warrior stipends had ended in 1876; instead, soldiers received the meagre salary
of 2 yen per day. Conscripted soldiers received daily rations and were eligible for
army death benefits. However, these soldiers lacked morale and frequently
deserted. The military court tended to treat such offenders leniently to prevent a
further decline in morale. In addition, not enough military police were available to
enforce military law. Contemporary records show that the conflict between
soldiers and the police was serious and that the number of criminal cases
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committed by soldiers increased after the war. 124 This occurred because
circumstances changed: after the war, the military authorities attempted to
emphasise spiritual education and obedience rather than morale alone.

3.4

The Takebashi incident (竹橋事件) and growing demand for new
military law

On 23 August 1878, 259 soldiers from the Imperial Guard artillery battalion
(近衛砲兵大隊) mutinied. After killing their commander and duty officers, the
artillerymen tried in vain to incite other Imperial Guard infantry regiments to join
the rebellion. When this attempt failed, the mutineers left their barracks in the
imperial palace and marched to the emperor’s summer palace in Akasaka to
present their grievances. But news of the uprising had outpaced the disaffected
artillerymen and Imperial Guard infantry: by the time they arrived, the palace’s
gate was fully protected by the first and second regiments of the Imperial Guard
infantry. The standoff continued for several minutes. Finally, the mutineers laid
down their weapons. The government arrested 394 and executed 53 of the
rioters.125

The Imperial Guard artillery battalion was the elite unit of the army,
participating in most major combat during the Satsuma Rebellion. The
artillerymen expected to receive compensation from the government for their
campaign against the rebels. A year later, however, they had yet to receive their
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campaign bonuses. Worse, the high costs of the war led to pay cuts. As one of the
highest-paid units, members of the Imperial Guard artillery battalion were the first
to see their salaries reduced, by about 30%. 126 Unlike the samurai, the
conscripted soldiers did not prioritise loyalty or honour. As the government
offered financial support for the conscripted soldiers’ families, their loyalty was
secured by money. Therefore, the major reason for the uprising was the
government’s reduction of its military budget after the war.

The Takebashi incident revealed that conscripted soldiers lacked not only
bravery but also loyalty and discipline. With the future of the new army secure,
the military authorities decided to reflect on the inadequacy of the current military
law. A subsequent military reform separated the Rikugun Keihou (陸軍刑法,
Army Penal Code) from the Kaigun Keihou (海軍刑法, Naval Penal Code). Tsuda
Mamichi (津田真道, 1829-1903), who was appointed investigating officer of
military law in 1878, drafted a new army criminal law that not only tightened
military discipline but also emphasised obedience. The aims of the new military
law were to improve disciplinary standards and avoid mutiny.

In sum, before the Meiji government announced its conscription law in 1873,
the central and regional army and navy had been composed of the former samurai
class and commoners, who knew little about Western-style military law; daimyos
then were more concerned about military recruitment, training and combat life. As
it took time for the samurai to adapt to Western military ideas, old traditions
continued for some time in the army. As new concepts of military justice were
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slow to take root in Japan, traditional legal habits remained.

Throughout history, disciplinary problems among recruits were much more
serious than those among sohei (壮兵): as the army did not seriously enforce
military law, soldiers repeatedly received lighter punishments; the army
authorities were concerned solely with whether the forces were under the control
of and loyal to the government. The government aimed to use material benefits
rather than institutional or spiritual incentives to maintain the army.
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Chapter 4
Creation of a Civilised Force, 1877-1905

The lesson learned by the government from the Takebashi incident (竹橋事
件) was that the army lacked spiritual education and discipline. The government
amended its military law because the former law had ignored the real situation of
the national army, most of whose members – soldiers and the samurai class –
showed little respect for the new military justice system and did not obey military
law. The military authorities needed to create a modern military justice system for
the imperial army. This chapter describes the development of the Army Penal
Code, the activities of enforcement agencies and how they created a new military
justice system.

4.1

Drafting of Army Penal Code (陸軍刑法)

4.1.1 Drafting of the Military Criminal Justice Bill (the Bill) (陸軍律刑法草案)
As War Minister, Yamagata Aritomo (山縣有朋) needed a legal expert who
was familiar with Western law. He selected Japanese legal scholar Tsuda Mamichi
(津田真道, 1829-1903). In 1862, Tsuda was selected by the shogunate to study
Western political science, constitutional law and economics in the Netherlands. In
1869, after his return to Japan, he was employed by the Meiji government to draft
the first codification of Japanese law. In 1875, Tsuda was appointed as a
translation officer (四等出仕, Rank 4) for French military law. 127 He was
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responsible not only for translating but also studying French military law to draft
a new military law for Japan. In 1878, Tsuda was appointed as an investigating
officer of military law with Inoue Yoshiyuki (井上義行, n.d.) and others, which
marked the beginning of the process of drafting the Military Criminal Code.128 In
1880, Tsuda drafted the Bill and submitted it to the Chamber of Elders (元老院).
Saigō Jūdō (西郷従道, 1843-1902), Army Minister, claimed that the Naval and
Army Criminal Law (海陸軍刑律), which had been used for 5 years, was no
longer suitable because the army system and regulations had become too
complicated.

The Bill was similar to its counterpart in French military law in the following
respects. First, the two tables of contents were similar. Second, the names and
definitions of most of the offences were identical. Third, the Bill adopted certain
regulations governing the French army, such as a regulation on depriving officers
of their status and honour. All of these provisions were new to the public and
difficult to introduce to conscripted soldiers because they had been forced to join
the military and thus lacked a sense of honour.129

Table 3 Brief Comparison of French Military Law and the Bill

[Year of 1874: "Dainikki, Civil Official Appointment, From May to August, Rei, 1st Bureau of
Ministry of War"-6], Civil official appointment, From May to August, Rei, 1st Bureau of Ministry
of War" 明治 7 年 「大日記 文武官員辞令 ５月起８月盡 令 陸軍第１局」, JACAR, Ref:
C04026035100.
128
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kyoku] 明治 9 年 「大日記宣旨辞令進退諸達伺４月令 陸軍省第１局」（7 の 1）” [Year of
1876"Dainikki, Civil Official Appointment], Year of 1876: “Dainikki Senji (Imperial message)
Appointment Advance-Retreat Notification Enquiry, April Rei, 1st Bureau of Ministry of War”,
JACAR, Ref: C04026863300.
129
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Crime

Differences

Chapter 1
Mutiny

1. Article 204 of the French military law was absent
from the Bill.
2. The crime of mutiny was classified into six items.
3. Preparation for crime was added, and cases of
surrender were permitted commutation.

Chapter 2
Insubordination

1. Articles 217, 218 and 220 of French military law
(related to violence) were retained in the category of
insubordination.
2. Article 71 of the Bill was similar to Article 218 of
French military law.

Chapter 3
Domineering

1. Based on Chapter 4 of French military law.
2. Preparation for crime added.
3. Prohibition on privately recruiting soldiers added.

Chapter 4
1. New crime introduced to the Bill.
Misbehaviour during 2. Articles 78, 79, 82 and 83 were copied from French
operations/while
on military law.
duty
Chapter 5
Violent behaviour

1. Articles 92, 93 and 97 (using violence against
subordinates) were divided into three categories
(assault, cursing while on duty, violence while on duty).
These items were more detailed than in French military
law.
2. Articles 87, 88 and 89 (use of violence against
superior).
3. Articles 85 and 86 (use of violence against civil
servant).
4. Articles 90 and 91 (using violence against sentry).
5. Use of violence to force information disclosure.
6. Killing.
7. Use of violence against prisoner.
8. Damage to or loss of public property.
Items 1-4 were based on French military law, and 5-8
were new items.

Chapter 6
Failure to obey orders

New items added to the Bill.
1. Failure to attend roll call (Articles 109, 111, 112, 211
and 212).
2. Failure to enter service (Article 118).
54

Items 1-2 were based on French military law.
Chapter 7
Desertion

Based on French military law (Chapter 5).
French military law classified desertion as occurring
inside or outside the country.
1. Desertion (Articles 123, 124 and 125).
2. Desertion before enemy (Article 126).
3. Surrender (Article 127).
4. Crimes related to desertion (Articles 128-132).

Chapter 8
Forgery

Based on Articles 265 and 262 of French military law.
1. Creating false records (Article 134).
2. Pretending to have an injury or disease (Article 136).

Chapter 9
Illegal selling

Based on Articles 244, 245 and 246 of the French
military law.
1. Selling public property (Article 137).
Source: “Rikugunn ritsukeihou saitei no kenn 陸軍律刑法裁定ノ件” [The
Promulgation of the Military Criminal Law] (公文録・明治 14 年) (Official
Document of the Government ,1881) (National Archives of Japan) Ref: 公
03055100.

However, it is also evident from the Bill that Japan did not borrow blindly
from Western models. On the contrary, some of the content of the Bill was
designed to fit Japan’s unique situation. For example, particular attention was
paid to violence and insubordination among Japanese soldiers. The two items
covering these offences and their punishments were more detailed than their
counterparts in French military law. In addition, the article covering desertion was
more localised to suit the Japanese context.

The Chamber of Elders (元老院, Genrōin) formed a drafting committee to
review the bill. The drafting committee was composed of two main groups: the
first comprised lawyers and members of the Chamber of Elders, such as
Hosokawa Junnzirou (細川潤次郎, 1834-1923; Chamber of Elders member),
55

Tamano Yofumi (玉乃世履, 1825-1886; Vice Minister of Justice and Chamber of
Elders member),

Kawase Masataka (河瀬真孝, 1840-1919; Chamber of Elders

member), Tsuru Yuann (鶴由暗, n.d.; Investigator and Chamber of Elders
member), Namura Taizou (名村泰蔵, 1840-1907; Department of Justice official)
and Sakaya Seiri (昌谷千里, n.d.; Judge); and the second consisted of generals
and other officials representing the military authority, such as Tsuda Izuru (津田
出, 1832-1905), Harada Ichidou (原田一道, 1830-1910), Katsuoka Shinnkou (葛
岡信綱, n.d.; Judge in the military court) etc. Some of the latter group, such as
Inoue Yoshiyuki (井上義行, n.d.),130 had also been responsible for drafting the
Bill. When reviewing punishment types, the committee focused on additional
punishments for serious crimes and light crimes. Additional punishments for
serious crimes included the deprivation of citizens’ rights, and those for light
crimes included surveillance:

下士諸卒ハ此刑法及ヒ普通刑法ノ軽罪ヲ犯シ監視二付シ若クハ主刑ヲ
免シテ止夕監視二付ス可キ時卜雄モ監視二付セス131
NCOs and soldiers who committed misdemeanours were subject to
surveillance under the jurisdiction of both this law and civilian criminal law;
those who received punishments also underwent surveillance.

The drafting committee also described the duties of a soldier. According to
Inoue Yoshiyuki (井上義行), soldiers’ daily lives were strictly managed and their
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natural liberty limited. Surveillance was implemented to prevent repeat offences:

軍隊二於テハ起居時アリ出入制アリ規律厳粛以テ之ヲ検束シ其レヲシ
テ天賦ノ自由ヲ伸暢スルヲ得サラシム常人監視ノ法決シテ軍隊ヲ検束
スルノ厳ナルニ至ラス故二下士卒二在テハ縦令監視ヲ付セサルモ再犯
ヲ予防スルニ於テ監視二勝ルト云フモ可ナリ132
In daily life, military personnel should be strictly watched; unlike ordinary
people, they should be deprived of their natural liberty. The forms of
surveillance used with common people are not suitable for the army.
Stronger surveillance is needed to prevent repeat offences among
non-commissioned and other soldiers.

The drafting committee then decided to delete Article 97, which forbade
officers from punishing their soldiers privately:

Article 97「軍人妄リニ下級ノ軍人ヲ殴打若クハ陵辱スル者ハニ月以上
三年以下ノ軽禁錮二処ス」133
Military personnel who behave violently towards or maltreat subordinates
shall receive between 2 months and 3 years’ imprisonment.

This shows that the government, Chamber of Elders and military authority
accepted private punishment within the army. The committee members had no
other option because the implementation of Article 97 would have aroused serious
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opposition.
Table 4 Main Amendments to the Bill
The Bill

Amendment

Jurisdiction of the law (Chapter 1, Definition of military personnel, sentry.
Article 3)
Relative crime (Article 10)

Deleted article on relative
(Article 10).
Subject to civilian criminal law.

crime

Mutiny (Articles 54-55) and violent Combined with Article 51 on mutiny
behaviour (Articles 85-86)
(Articles 51-53).
Violent behaviour (Chapter 5)

Two new chapters were created on
violent behaviour and contempt.
1. Articles 97 and 98 were deleted.
Article 97: military personnel behaving
violently towards or maltreating
subordinates shall receive between 2
months and 3 years of imprisonment
2. Defamation of superiors in
publications or speech.

Chapter 3 Domineering article 75

Deleted Article 75 (domineering to
attack ally or common people of neutral
country).

Failure to obey orders (Chapter 7)

Articles 82-84 (misconduct as prisoner)
combined to give Chapter 7.

Illegal selling (Chapter 9)
Chapter deleted.
Source: The promulgation of the Military criminal law 陸軍律刑法裁定ノ件
( 公文録・明治 14 年(Official document of the government, 1881) (National
Archives of Japan) Ref: 公 03055100.

4.1.2 Drafting of Military Criminal Code by Chamber of Elders
The drafting committee finished the revisions and sent them to the Chamber
of Elders.134 On first reading, Inoue Yoshiyuki (井上義行) introduced the Bill to
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the members of the Chamber of Elders, emphasising that the bill was modelled on
the French, German, Swiss and Spanish military systems and was intended to
tighten military discipline to protect the army and the country. 135 On second
reading, the committee submitted a new proposal. An amendment subject to major
contention concerned the clause on mutiny, which suggested that ‘all participating
officers should suffer execution’.136 The Chamber of Elders argued that this
passage should be deleted. They also suggested that the article on providing an
enemy with supplies was similar to one in the civilian criminal code, making
soldiers potentially subject to both military and civil systems, and should thus be
deleted.137

Table 5 Brief Comparison of the Bill at First Revision and Second Revision
First revision

Second revision

Articles 81, 82, 87-91, 96, 108, 110-115 Articles 108, 110 and 122 deleted.
and 122, to which civilians were also Articles 107, 108, 117, 118, 119 and
subject.

120 added.
Civilians were also subject to these new
articles.

Mutiny (Article 51)
‘All participating officers to receive the
All participating officers to receive the death penalty’ deleted.
death penalty.
Article 65

‘Officers’ deleted.

Article 117
During wartime, any person to leave the
During wartime or occupation, any area for more than 5 days or more shall
the Army & Navy Penal Code], Kobun Ruishu: 公文類聚 [Various Official Records
Compilations], JACAR, Ref: A15110006700.
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person to leave the area for 5 days or suffer

6

months

to

2

years’

more shall suffer 6 months to 2 years’ imprisonment.
imprisonment.
Source: 陸軍律刑法裁定ノ件 [The promulgation of the Military criminal law],
Ref: 公 03055100.

To speed up the process, the military department requested a third reading
immediately after the second, but the Chamber of Elders rejected the request due
to ongoing debate. 138 The military department reviewed the bill and revised
certain articles, such as Article 30, which permitted an officer to be stripped of
status and honour without public announcement.139 During the negotiation, the
military department also created a new article, Article 110, which prohibited
members of the armed forces from participating in political activities.140 It was
related to the proposals submitted by four generals to the throne. The Army
Ministry controlled the political opinions of members of the armed forces. On
October 1881, the Legislation Bureau accepted the revised proposal from the
military department and submitted it to the Chamber of Elders for a third reading;
finally, the Army Penal Code was enacted in January 1882.141

The Army Penal Code had the following new elements. First, it strictly
prohibited all members of the armed forces from participating in political
activities due to political tension caused by the Freedom and People’s Rights
Movement. Second, mutiny and insubordination, state crime and military crime
were clearly defined. Third, forms of misconduct by soldiers that injured the
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interests of the country were taken as serious crimes. Fourth, major steps were
taken to prevent and punish crimes committed by soldiers. Lastly, the punishment
system and statutory provision became more Westernised. The death penalty
statute was reduced to increase fairness: for example, the phrase ‘all participating
officers in mutiny to receive death penalty’ was deleted from Article 51 of the Bill.
The provisions related to the addition and subtraction of punishments were also
amended. Under the original Bill, some offences incurred different punishments
depending on the offender’s military rank. This was characteristic of traditional
legal systems and common in traditional military law, even in some European
countries. However, the Bill was amended in its second revision to delete these
provisions. The Army Penal Code advanced the military justice system, providing
an excellent foundation for law enforcement agencies.

4.2 Law Enforcement under the New Military Justice System

Law enforcement under the new military justice system had three main parts:
a court system; the Army Punishment Order (陸軍懲罰令) and the Army’s Book
of Interior Administration (軍隊內務書), which were practised by commanders
and officers; and law-enforcement agencies, especially the Kempeitai (憲兵隊,
Military Police). The Army Punishment Order and Book of Interior
Administration were supplementary to military law, giving the responsibility for
non-judicial punishment to the armed forces. Punishments were determined based
on a summary process applied only to disciplinary infractions or offences not
included in the penal code. The court system and Kempeitai were law
enforcement organisations: the former was responsible for trial and the latter was
responsible for arrest and investigation. Together, they functioned as a strict
61

system governing members of the armed forces.

4.2.1 Roles of Commanders and Officers
a. Army Punishment Order (陸軍懲罰令)
Two basic types of misconduct were dealt with by military law: crimes and
disciplinary infractions. Crimes such as rape, murder, aggravated assault and
robbery were handled by courts-martial. Disciplinary infractions often incurred
non-judicial punishments. Non-judicial punishment could only be carried out by a
commanding officer.

In May 1872, army authorities enacted a series of legal regulations for
garrisons (鎮台本分營罪犯處置條例), under which commanders had the right to
punish (懲罰) soldiers who contravened regulations and to send cases to the
military court if the soldiers offended military law; it also specified that the
punishment given by commanders should not exceed 28 days’ suspension.142 In
November 1872, the army authorities enacted the Army Punishment Order, which
clearly indicated that if soldiers broke regulations or committed minor crimes in
the barracks, the commander could give administrative punishments such as
heavy or light suspension (重/輕謹慎),143 detention in the guardhouse (重/輕営
倉 ),
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loss of leave, forfeiture of seniority, demotion, discharge and

denunciation.145 Non-judicial punishments were given by the suspect’s superiors;
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for example, commanders of battalions could punish regimental commanders and
regimental commanders could punish the commanders of divisions. 146 The
maximum penalty varied widely depending on the rank of the accused: those
ranked as officers could be subject to suspension for up to 3 weeks, and
enlisted-rank soldiers could suffer detention in the guardhouse for up to 3
weeks.147 The regulations also defined minor offences that could be handled by
the Army Punishment Order, such as lying, impoliteness, taking property without
consent, drinking, malingering, fighting or threatening behaviour and incorrect
dress codes.148

b. Implementation of Book of Interior Administration (軍隊內務書) in the New
System
Launched in 1872, the Book of the Interior Administration series 149
described the obligations and authority of commanders and other soldiers in the
barracks. Before the establishment of the Kempeitai, commanders and officers
were responsible for arrests and investigations. They also imposed sentences for
crimes occurring in the barracks. According to the 1880 edition of the Book of
Interior Administration (步兵內務書), the duty of commanders (隊長) of various
ranks was to determine the proper order of superiors and subordinates; they were
in charge of maintaining discipline, teaching, training and domestic affairs such as
dress codes and health.150 Commanders were required to ensure that subordinates
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followed order and maintained discipline within the barracks. 151 They were
required to patrol the barracks, monitor soldiers and report infractions at every
level to superiors. In the Book of Interior Administration, commanders were
instructed to maintain discipline and enforce military law, supervising
subordinates through patrol and inspection. According to one article, regiment
commanders had the power to assign suitable punishments for infractions
discovered while on patrol.152 Unsurprisingly, however, with the expansion of the
army, it was difficult for commanders to fulfil their duties. Therefore, the
Kempeitai was formed to take on some of their responsibilities.

The book also described the duties of disciplinary guards (風紀衛兵),
soldiers under the direction of a duty officer who were in charge of maintaining
discipline, monitoring gates and entrances and providing security services.153 The
duties of disciplinary guards were similar to those of security guards. They
prevented crimes by supervising soldiers’ behaviour and remaining alert in
emergencies. Their function was similar to that of the military police according to
the Code of Army Criminal Procedure (陸軍治罪法). If the Kempeitai had not
been deployed, disciplinary guards could carry out their duties, but they did not
have the power to arrest or investigate.

Some of the functions of disciplinary guards and commanders were
transferred to the Kempeitai, but many others were retained. The Book of Interior
Administration operated in conjunction with the Army Punishment Order. The
Book of Interior Administration conferred power and the Army Punishment Order
151
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regulated legal proceedings and sentences. These regulations also reflect the
efforts of law-enforcement agents to promote a spirit of obedience at every level.
No one could monopolise power under the combined regulations.154

4.2.2 The Role of Military Police
a. Reason for establishing Kempeitai (憲兵隊, Military Police)
The idea of establishing the Kempeitai originated with Kuroda Kiyotaka (黑
田清隆, 1840-1900), and Yamagata submitted a proposal for the establishment of
the Kempeitai to the Chancellor of the Realm, Sanjo Sanetomi (三条実美,
1837-1891), recommending that the Kempeitai form a major part of the imperial
army and be tasked with solving disciplinary problems in the ranks.155 However,
the development of the Kempeitai was slow until the Takebashi incident. Several
factors explained the government’s decision to expedite the establishment of the
Kempeitai thereafter.

First, the Satsuma Rebellion convinced army leaders of the need to establish
a military police organisation rather than relying on non-military police. Before
the founding of the Kempeitai, Japan’s police force was responsible for the arrest
and investigation of military personnel who committed military offences outside
their barracks. However, the police found it difficult to arrest members of the
armed forces during the Satsuma Rebellion. As mentioned above, resisting arrest
was common, even during peacetime, and some soldiers fought back when
154
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constables attempted to arrest them.156 Army leaders were also concerned that the
police force would obtain confidential documents or other information during
their investigations. 157 As mentioned above, the shizoku who made up the
majority of the Meiji police force had formed the upper ranks of society in feudal
Japan. They continued to feel superior to conscripted soldiers even after Emperor
Meiji abolished the rights of the samurai, and they found opportunities to harass
the conscripted recruits. Similarly, soldiers and police officers vied for power as
members of the Emperor’s personal army under the Imperial Decree on Soldiers
and Sailors (軍人勅諭). They attempted to tear each other down to maintain their
superior positions, resulting in frequent conflicts between police and armed forces
members. In 1875, for instance, the newspaper Choya shinbun reported on a
tussle in Ueno. Five soldiers lured 20 or 30 local constables to their location to
avenge a comrade. Once the soldiers had surrounded the police, more than 100 of
their fellows emerged from hiding places to attack the policemen.158 In 1885, an
even more serious conflict took place in Matsushima, Osaka. More than 600
constables and 1,000 soldiers were involved, with dozens of soldiers and police
left dead or injured. 159 In practice, therefore, it was difficult for the police
department to fulfil its military justice duties, and these cases forced army leaders
to solve the conflicts between police and army by removing military justice from
the jurisdiction of the police force.
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Second, the Takebashi Incident, which was regarded by army leaders as a
case of armed mutiny, revealed that the government had failed to prevent mutiny
among members of the armed forces. In addition to reforming military law,
therefore, the government sought to establish a military police force to strengthen
its control of the armed forces. Preventing political tumult was an important part
of the duty of the Kempeitai due to the tension caused by the Freedom and
People’s Rights Movement (自由民権運動). The Kempeitai was also in charge of
general public security and intelligence and communicated with the Ministry of
the Interior and the Ministry of Justice.160

Finally, the government wished to limit the jurisdiction of the police force.
As mentioned above, soldiers were responsible for capturing criminals and
carrying out other police functions under the Kokugagunsei system (国衙軍制).
Law enforcement in ancient Japan was carried out by armed forces such as the
Oryoshi (押領使) and Kokugi (国衙). During the Edo period, the bakufu
established Yoriki (与力)161 and Doushin (同心) forces selected from the lower
samurai class to provide administrative assistance and fulfil police functions in
governmental offices (町奉行, Machi-bugyo). Policing and crime prevention in
the city of Edo were carried out by soldiers from domains (藩兵) under the
direction of Japan’s military department before the government hired constables
to establish law enforcement organisations in 1871. 162 Some army officers
regarded law enforcement as the privilege and obligation of samurai, and as
successors to the samurai class, they did not wish to be subject to investigation by
160
161
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police and to civilian court trials. Therefore, they were willing to take over the
military responsibilities of the police force by establishing the Kempeitai.

b. Origins of the Kempeitai
In response to these driving factors, the government enacted the Kempei
Ordinance (憲兵条例) in 1881. The Kempeitai was modelled on the gendarmerie
of France and carried out three types of missions: administrative police missions,
judicial police missions and military and defence missions. Articles 1 and 3 of the
Ordinance indicated that the Kempeitai consisted of military, executive and
judicial police. The Gunji Keisatsu (軍事警察, Military Police) were under the
direction of the Army Minister, the Gyousei Keisatsu (行政警察, Executive
Police) were under the direction of the Interior Minister and the Shihou Keisatsu
(司法警察, Judicial Police) were under the direction of the Minister of Justice.163
In terms of military and defence missions, the enforcement of the new
conscription system became a major part of the Kempeitai’s duty due to resistance
from peasant families, especially in rural areas where drafting able-bodied young
men caused hardship for farm families.

Maintaining discipline was another important task. Article 8 of the Kempei
Ordinance indicated that the main duties of the Kempeitai were to arrest and
investigate military personnel who had committed military offences and to
maintain discipline within the army. 164 However, army leaders’ efforts to
introduce the Kempeitai initially met with little success. The commander of the
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Kempeitai, Mitsuma Masahiro (三間正弘, 1836-1899), reported to the Army
Minister Ōyama Iwao (大山 巌, 1842-1916) in 1885 that ‘the duties of the
executive police, the judicial police and even the military police are already
fulfilled by other departments or organisations; we need to consider what the
Kempeitai can do’. As evident from this report, Mitsuma felt confused about his
job, and he thus recommended that an envoy be sent to Europe to investigate
Western military police systems.165

c. Organisation of Kempeitai
The force initially consisted of 1,612 men, half of whom had been
transferred from the police force and half of whom were from the armed forces. It
maintained a headquarters in Tokyo commanded by a taisa (colonel) along with
two or three field offices (本部, Honbu), each commanded by a chusa (Lieutenant
Colonel). Each field office was in turn divided into 65 main sections called buntai
(分隊), each commanded by a tai-i (captain).

Candidates were usually graduates of the Japanese Army Academy with 6
years’ worth of commissioned-rank training and service.166 Applicants to join the
Kempeitai were required to receive special training and to attend courses in
Kempeitai theory in a Kempeitai school at Tokyo and Kempeitai practice in unit
barracks. 167 They also received secret intelligence training in the use of
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explosives, code breaking, burglary and horsemanship.168

d. Authority and Jurisdiction
The Kempeitai led soldiers in charge of enforcing discipline and maintaining
law and order in the military environment by preventing offences such as fighting,
vandalism, theft, drugs, domestic violence and sexual assault. They investigated
crimes and arrested suspects. During processions, the Kempeitai monitored gate
and entrance activities and responded to emergencies on the base. The Kempeitai
had the legal right to allocate lighter punishments.169 They initially administered
justice with very limited judicial powers: for example, commanders and officers
were still in charge of investigations. The Kempeitai were only occasionally
invited to contribute to investigations.170

4.2.3 Court System

a. Development of Courts-martial
A military court called Kyu Monshi (糺問司, Inquisitorial Department) was
established in 1869 under the command of the First Bureau of Japan’s Army
Ministry. Courts-martial were founded in 1882 to implement the Kaigun
Chizaihou (海軍治罪法, Code of Naval Criminal Procedure) and the Rikugun
168
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Chizaihou (陸軍治罪法, Code of Army Criminal Procedure).171

In 1881, the government started to draft a new code of criminal procedures
for the armed forces to unite several sets of legal proceedings. The bill was
modelled on French legal proceedings, and the drafting committee members were
as follows.
1. 刑法弁治罪法草案取調 (Investigating Officer for Penal Bill and Criminal
Procedure):
Ozawa Takeo (小沢武雄, 1844-1926; 陸軍少輔 Second Assistant to the Army
Minister); Harada Ichidou (陸軍少将 Major-general); Kuzuoka Nobutsuna (陸軍
歩兵中佐 Lieutenant Colonel); Okamoto Takanori (岡本隆徳, n.d.; 陸軍歩兵大
尉 Captain) and Inoue Yoshiuki. (陸軍歩兵大尉 Captain)
2. 陸軍省御用掛準奏任 (Official in the Service of the Army Ministry) :
肥田野黙 (Hitano Mo, n.d.).
3. 治罪法草案取調 (Investigating Officer for Criminal Procedure Bill):
Horio Haruyoshi 堀尾晴義, n.d.; 陸軍歩兵大佐 Colonel).172
The members of these three groups were all judge advocate officers, with the
exception of Ozawa Takeo (小沢武雄), who was the commander of these
investigating officers and Secretary for the Military Affairs Bureau (First Bureau).
Most of the above were also members of the committee responsible for drafting
171
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the Army Penal Code. In 1881, the Army Legal Proceedings Bill was submitted to
the Legislation Bureau (法制局). Inoue Kowashi (井上 毅, 1844-1895), an
officer in the Legislation Bureau, offered a revised version to the military. After
the consideration of the Legislation Bureau, the bill was submitted to Daijō-kan
for final revision; finally, the Code of Army Criminal Procedure was enacted in
1883.173 However, the code immediately faced challenges. The provisions were
revised by the government, and the new Code of Army Criminal Procedure was
enacted in 1888. The main differences between the 1882 and 1888 versions of the
Code of Army Criminal Procedure are shown in the table below.

Table 6 Main Differences Between 1883 and 1888 Versions of the Code of Army
Criminal Procedure
Element

Army
Legal Code of 1883
Proceedings Bill,
1881

Code of 1888

Appeal

Article 253

Nil

Article 16

Appeal court

Articles 44-47

Nil

Article 20

Amnesty

Articles 328-322

Nil

Articles 107-111

Rehabilitation

Articles 322-327

Nil

Articles 102-106

Role of Kempeitai Nil
Article 27; 30;
Article 37-38; 56
Sources: Army Ministry (陸軍省), Rikugun Chizaihou 陸軍治罪法 [Code of
Army Criminal Procedure] (Tokyo: Army Ministry, 1883); and Army Ministry (陸
軍 省 ), Rikugun kaiseichizaihou 改 正 陸 軍 治 罪 法 [Revised Code of Army
Criminal Procedure] (Tokyo: Army Ministry, 1888).

The elements of appeal, amnesty and rehabilitation were removed from the
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1883 Code, and provisions concerning the Kempeitai were added. 174 The
authorities stated that these changes had been made to simplify and solve
problems with the earlier version of the code.175 In fact, the code of 1883 was
simpler than the Army Legal Proceedings Bill of 1881: the former was composed
of only 74 articles, and the latter 327. However, the omissions became
inconvenient, so in 1888, the government announced a new code recovering these
elements, composed of 106 articles.

b. Nature of Court-martial Jurisdiction under Code of Naval Criminal Procedure
and Code of Army Criminal Procedure of 1888
The Code of Army Criminal Procedure of 1888 provided for two types of
courts-martial: general courts-martial and the high Court-martial. The general
courts-martial were established in individual divisions and garrisons, and the high
Court-martial was established in Tokyo. Each type of Court-martial was
distinguished by the commanding officers who could convene it and by the
maximum punishments it could impose. 176 The purpose of the general
Court-martial was to try serious offences committed in the army, but only soldiers
of general officer grade and above could be tried. The purpose of the high
Court-martial was to try general officers who had committed crimes in the army,
similar to a court of appeal; however, only the Army Minister had the right to
submit an application for review by the high Court-martial. While the
courts-martial maintained order in the army,177 the system continued to neglect
human rights. The accused were often not represented, and many of them were
174
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tried by senior officers only.
Each general Court-martial consisted of a minimum of five judges, with an
officer of at least field grade as president. The precise format varied depending on
the ranking of the accused (see Table 7), and several legal staff such as the riji and
rokuji were present in the court as legal advisers. Judges were selected from
members of the armed forces and appointed by the commanding officer of the
division (師団長) or the Secretary for the Judicial Department/Bureau (法官部長
or 法務局長).178 The composition of the high Court-martial was similar to that
of each general Court-martial except that it could try officers of general ranks.

Table 7 Composition of General Court-martial
President of judicial Judge (判事)
panel (判事長)
(number)

Defendant (被告人)

Field officer

Company officer (four)

Enlisted grades

Field officer

Captain
(two)

Field officer
Colonel
Colonel

or

or

lieutenant Second
lieutenant,
subordinate/student

Second lieutenant (two)

officer

Captain (two)
Lieutenant (two)

Lieutenant

lieutenant Major (two)
Captain (two)

Captain

Colonel

Lieutenant colonel (two)
Major (two)

Major

Major general

Colonel (two)
Lieutenant colonel (two)

Lieutenant colonel

Lieutenant general

Major general (two)

Colonel

Colonel (two)
Source: Army Ministry, Revised Code of Army Criminal Procedure (改正陸軍治
罪法), 5-6.
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Table 8 Composition of High Court-martial
judicial Judge (判事)
(number)

President of
panel (判事長)

Defendant (被告人)

Field officer

Company officer (four)

Field officer

Captain or lieutenant Second
lieutenant,
(two)
subordinate/student
Second lieutenant (two)
officer

Field officer

Captain (two)
Lieutenant (two)

Colonel
colonel

or

Enlisted grades

Lieutenant

lieutenant Major (two)
Captain (two)

Captain

Colonel

Lieutenant colonel (two)
Major (two)

Major

Major general

Colonel (two)

Lieutenant colonel

Lieutenant colonel (two)
Lieutenant general

Major general (two)
Colonel (two)

Colonel

Lieutenant general

Lieutenant general (two)
Major general (two)

Major general

General

General (one)
Lieutenant

Lieutenant general
general

(three)
General

General
Lieutenant general (two)

General

Source: Army Ministry of Japan (陸軍省), Revised Code of Army Criminal
Procedure (改正陸軍治罪法), Tokyo, 1888, 5-6.

c. Members of Court-martial
1. Military Judges
It needs hardly be said that military judges played the most important role in
the court system. Two groups of people acted as military judges before 1882. One
group served as judge advocate officers for life and were responsible for studying
legal theory and drafting new laws, such as Inoue Yoshiuki (井上義行) and
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Hitano Mo (肥田野黙). The second group received in-service appointments. This
position was only a stepping stone to higher positions. This group included
Knokawa Mechinori (黒川通軌) and Okazawa Kuwashi (岡澤精, 1944-1908).
Prior to 1882, Court-martial jurisdiction could be exercised by judge advocate
officers certified to act as military judges,179 but under the revised code of 1882,
Court-martial judges could only be selected from commissioned officers. In
theory, judge advocate officers could continue to serve as judges under the new
code. However, they served only as assistants and advisers in the new system. The
new code specified that to serve as a military judge, a commissioned officer did
not require legal qualifications; as a result, most judges lacked legal knowledge
and relied on the support of the riji. However, judges selected from the Kempeitai
had received legal training.180

2. Roles of Riji and Rokuji
The riji and rokuji also participated in every Court-martial. The riji were
formerly legal advisers to the armed forces, and the rokuji held a junior rank; they
were predominantly in charge of administrative matters. These individuals
comprised the permanent judiciary along with a small staff of civil servants, all of
whom were required to be barristers or solicitors. Before 1882, judge advocate
officers were responsible for exercising military court practices and decisions,
suggesting legal reforms and drafting new laws. In 1882, the government

179

“Bukann yori saihannkann kenn ni nnnosha shitsukukennkann wo himenntazinnsuu koniryaku
kore 武官より裁判官兼任の者悉く兼官を被免多人数故に略之” [A Person of the Judge
Concurrent Duty from the September 22 Military Officer All Concurrent Post because of
Dismissal a Great Many People of Abbreviation], A part of the 1882 appointment letters copying
military officer 明治 15 年 辞令写武官の部, JACAR, Ref: C10072661100.
180
“Hannshichou hannshi kaishoku yuumu no kenn 判士長判士解職有無の件” [Chief Justice
and Justices Dismissal or Not], Shi Dainikki 肆大日記「4th Document Files」, JACAR, Ref:
C07070898000.
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established the Judicial Department under the Army Ministry of Japan181 and
enacted regulations governing the service of the riji and rokuji.182 The regulations
described the duties for which the riji and rokuji were responsible, namely
providing the judge with legal advice and handling the legal administration of
each Court-martial.183 After 1882, the government opened these positions to
public lawyers for hire who had graduated from law schools.184 These lawyers
were judge-advocate officers with judicial experience. To serve as riji or rokuji,
civilians or members of the armed forces were required to have passed the army
bar examination (陸軍理事試).185 Initially, most riji, such as Inoue Yoshiuki (井
上義行) and 肥田野黙,186 were transferred from military courts. About half of
the newly hired rokuji came from other branches of the army, and the rest were
civilians.187 After 1896, they were also required to undergo internships after
passing the bar examination; only people who successfully completed their
internships could be hired to serve as rokuji.188

Under Section 5 of the Code, riji presided over all Court-martial proceedings

181

“Gyoshomeigennhonn meizinijuuichinenn chokureidaishichijuushichigou rikugunn
seihoukannbu kannsei 御署名原本・明治二十一年・勅令第七十七号・陸軍省法官部官制”
[Original Script Signed by the Emperor, 1888, Imperial Ordinance No.77, Organization System for
Ministry of Army Judicial Department], Edict 勅令, JACAR, Ref: A03020026799.
182
“Riji, Rokuji fukumu kaisokuwo teimu 理事録事服務概則ヲ定ム” [The Regulation of Riji,
Rokuji], Kobun Ruishu 公文類聚, JACAR, Ref: A15111470000.
183
Ibid.
184
“Rokuji menaraininmei noken 録事見習任命の件” [The Appointment of Rokuji Trainee],
Ni Dainikki 弐大日記 [2nd Document Files], JACAR, Ref: C06080887900; Rokuji narani
menaraininmei noken 録事並に理事見習任命の件” [The Appointment of Riji and Rokuji
Trainee], Ni Dainikki 弐大日記, JACAR, Ref: C06080887600.
185
録事見習任命の件 [The Appointment of Rokuji Trainee], JACAR, Ref: C06080887900.
186
“Kihou houkannbu 季報 法官部” [Quarterly Report from Judicial Officer Department],
Quarterly reports from Bureaus and Departments in the Ministry, 1888 明治 21 年分 季報 省
内局部．憲兵本部, JACAR, Ref: C09060093700.
187
録事見習任命の件 [The Appointment of Rokuji Trainee], JACAR, Ref: C06080887900.
188
“Rijishihou jitsumus shushu shiken shikou noken 理事試補實務修習試験施行の件” [The
Internship Examination of Riji Trainee], Ni Dainikki 弐大日記, JACAR, Ref: C06084393700.
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and was responsible for preliminary hearings. 189 At such hearings, after a
criminal complaint had been filed by the prosecutor, the riji was responsible for
determining whether enough evidence had been provided to require a trial. Article
86 further stated that the riji was required to write a judgement containing the
court’s explanation of the punishment imposed.190

3. Military Prosecutors (陸軍検察)
Military prosecutors were also important Court-martial participants. They
functioned as the legal representatives of prosecutors in the army and were
responsible for presenting the case against the accused in a criminal trial. Military
prosecutors received thorough legal training. Section 4 of the code specified that
military prosecutors must be selected from the Kempeitai, adjutants of
commanding officers or security force commanders. Under the provisions of the
code, military prosecutors also had the right to initiate and direct further criminal
investigations, guiding and making recommendations for the sentencing of
offenders.

d. Characteristics of law enforcement under military justice system
1. Commander-oriented (長官主義)
The role of commanding officers in the exercise of Japan’s military law was
very important. Only a commanding officer could convene a Court-martial and
amend convening orders. He had sole authority for selecting jury members. Only
on the recommendation of a commanding officer could cases be brought to
Court-martial; the prosecutor did not have the right to request trial by
189
190

Army Ministry, Revised Code of Army Criminal Procedure 改正陸軍治罪法, 20-30.
Ibid., 35.
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Court-martial. The accused did not have the right to defend themselves; criminal
procedure was operated by their seniors, and commanding officers could even
influence judges’ decision-making, as they were senior in rank to judges. In
practice, commanding officers exercised their jurisdiction through the imposition
of unlimited non-judicial punishment. Commanding officers not only maintained
but determined and implemented discipline. However, in practice, judges relied
heavily on the riji and rokuji, as the judges had received little legal training. The
riji and rokuji in charge of the military court submitted suggestions to the judges
to aid the judgement process. Therefore, the riji and rokuji played important roles
in the new system.

2. Inquisitorial (糾問主義)
In an inquisitorial system, the court or part of the court is actively involved
in investigating the facts of a case. Judges actively participate in fact-finding by
questioning. They question witnesses, interrogate suspects and order new
investigations. Japan’s traditional system was inquisitorial, and that of France had
the same structure. Prior to 1890, inquisitorial systems were common in Japan,
used in both civilian and military courts. In 1890, however, with the government’s
enactment of the new code of criminal procedure, the inquisitorial system was
replaced by an adversary system.

3. Relationship between Army Punishment Order (陸軍懲罰令) and court system
The number of courts-martial held each year was significantly lower than the
number of punishments meted out under the Army Punishment Order. For
example, about 14,000 people received non-judicial punishment per year, whereas
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only 2,000 people received punishment after trial by Court-martial. Commanding
officers frequently imposed non-judicial punishments under the provisions of the
Army Punishment Order. No strict regulations were used to determine which
crimes should be tried by Court-martial; the decision to send an offender to
Court-martial depended on the seriousness of the crime. The impact of a
Court-martial conviction was thus considerably greater.

In short, law enforcement under the new military justice system either
implemented the Army Penal Code or filled gaps in the code. Commanding
officers played the main role in the new system but relied significantly on the
support of riji and rokuji.

4.2.4 The Efficiency of the Law Enforcement Agencies
The government had created a range of law enforcement agencies, including
court system, the Army Punishment Order (陸軍懲罰令), the Army’s Book of
Interior Administration (軍隊內務書) and the Kempeitai (憲兵隊) that helped
implement military justice. While Army Punishment Order and the Army’s Book
of Interior Administration provided a legal framework for commissioned officers
to impose punishment, the Kempeitai enforced discipline and maintained law and
order. Furthermore, the new court system established the position of Riji and
Rokuji, who were legal experts helping the military judges to decide cases.

Several problems, however, prevented these agencies from effectively
functioning. Firstly, military judges, who were selected principally from
commissioned officers, did not receive adequate legal training before their service.
As a result, riji and rokuji, who were in charge of the military court, were solely
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responsible for providing legal advices to the judges, and the judges seldom
investigated the evidence and accusation presented by Military Prosecutors.
Ironically, in an inquisitorial system, the accused who were not allow to hire a
lawyer usually stood helplessly because the court or part of the court was actively
involved in verifying the evidence of a case. Secondly, commanding officers, who
played an important role in the military justice system, seldom followed the legal
document.

According to the procedures, only a commanding officer could

request trial at Court-martial. In practice, some commanding officers exercised
their jurisdiction privately and did not follow the law. Last but not least, military
justice system was influenced by the samurai tradition, it affected the efficiency of
military justice system.

4.3

Military Justice Instruction in Military Academies

Although the government had created a new military justice system, Japan’s
military academies paid little attention to military justice during the early Meiji
period and it was not introduced to new recruits systematically. During the 1880s,
the government started to introduce military justice to new recruits following the
establishment of the private first-class rank, the provision of military justice
courses in military schools and the revision of military textbooks. Military justice
instruction provided general training for new recruits and officers. It also
improved the understanding of military justice in the army.

4.3.1 Education of Private First Class Soldiers (上等兵)
Private first class was one of the senior ranks of personnel enlisted in the
imperial army. The rank had existed since 1877, when 108 private first-class
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soldiers were assigned to each regiment; this figure had increased to 204 by
1884.191 New recruits entered service as privates. After 4 months of service,
candidates for private first class rank were chosen by the commander to receive
special training in activities such as shooting, using bayonets and Kenjutsu (剣術)
in addition to legal instruction. This training was similar to that on courses offered
at the NCO School (陸軍教導団).192 Almost all private first-class candidates had
received a secondary school education and held good moral values. 193 Private
first class soldiers who performed well could be promoted to NCOs.

Private first-class soldiers also helped to ensure military justice at the
regimental level. Their duties, like those of NCOs, were to manage enlisted
soldiers and to maintain order within barracks. They were also members of the
team responsible for interior administration. Private first class soldiers with the
chance for promotion received respect from junior enlisted personnel. However,
soldiers’ status within their barracks was based on the years they had spent in
military service, so in some cases, experienced lower rank soldiers enjoyed a
higher status than new private first class soldiers.194 Nevertheless, private first
class soldiers offered a model for junior enlisted personnel and new recruits. They
also formed a bridge between officers and soldiers. Private first class soldiers

191

Endo Yoshinobu 遠藤芳信, “Kinndai nichihonn gunntai kyouikushi kennkyuu 近代日本軍隊
教育史研究” [A Study of the History on Education in Army of the Modern Japanese] (Tokyo:
Aoki shoten 青木書店, 1994), 280-281.
192
“Rikugun bukihou joutousotsu senkyo kyouiku kisoku wo teimu” 陸軍歩騎砲兵隊上等卒
撰挙及教育仮規則ヲ定ム [The Education Plan and Selection Regulation of Private First Class
from Infantry ,Cavalry and Artillery ], Kobun Ruishu 公文類聚, JACAR, Ref: A15110469700.
193
Ootsuka Toushirou 大塚藤四郎, Joutouhei ninaruniha 上等兵になるには [How to be a
Private First Class] (Chiba: Shuuyou dokuhon 修養読本, 1926), 17-21.
194
Endo Yoshinobu 遠藤芳信, A Study of the History on Education in Army of the Modern
Japanese, 281.
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helped officers with their daily work, in turn gaining the assistance of officers.195

The establishment of the private first class rank helped to improve the
organisation of the army, as the social background of NCOs was the same as that
of enlisted personnel.196 NCOs differed from enlisted personnel in that they had
received more training and were more familiar with military regulations. Private
first class soldiers had also received special training, were familiar with military
requirements and knowledge, maintained good moral principles and managed new
recruits. Even more importantly, they held the rank of enlisted but not
commissioned soldiers. This helped the army to control the number of
professional military personnel. It also strengthened the relationship between new
recruits and veterans.

4.3.2 Military Educational Organisation
After the Satsuma Rebellion and the Takebashi Incident, the army leadership
started to reform the army in both organisational and educational terms. In 1887,
an Inspectorate General (監軍部, Kangunbu) was founded and tasked with
overseeing all levels of training within the organisation. 197 The Inspectorate
General not only standardised the army’s training manuals but structured the
training system and materials used in the various military academies.

Members of the imperial military were trained in many types of schools,
such as the Imperial Japanese Army Institute of Tactics (Toyama Gakko, 陸軍戸
195

Ibid., 657.
Ibid., 658-659.
197
In 1878, the government established an inspection organization, called Kangunbu, but it
abolished in 1886. In 1887, the government established Kangunbu second time, and was
responsible for training and military education.
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山学校), the NCO School (Kyōdōdan, 陸軍教導団), the Imperial Japanese Army
Academy (Shikan Gakkō, 陸軍士官学校) and the Preparatory School of the
Imperial Japanese Army (Yōnen Gakkō, 陸軍幼年学校). The Institute of Tactics
offered courses on infantry tactics such as shooting, using bayonets, Kenjutsu (剣
術) and military bands. Students were selected from NCOs. The NCO School was
a military academy for NCO cadets; students were selected from soldiers who
wished to become NCOs.198 The Imperial Japanese Army Academy was the
principal training school for officers in the Imperial Japanese Army. Students
were selected from graduates of the Preparatory School who had completed 4
years of middle school. The course covered basic military regulations,
mathematics, mechanics, geography and military science. 199 The Preparatory
School of the Imperial Japanese Army was a junior course school for officers’
children and the children of army soldiers who had died in action. Graduates
continued their training at the Imperial Japanese Army Academy. Among the
courses offered were middle school-level general education courses and courses
in military science. All army members in every military school received general
training in military justice, covering the army’s Book of Interior Administration,
the Army Punishment Order and the Army Penal Code. Cadets who performed
well in these courses generally acquired high grades according to statistics from
the Army Ministry.

198

The requirement:
Age: 18-25
height: 151.5cm
physique: strong
writing: can writing simple letter
reading: can read military textbook
math: four rules of arithmetic
199
“Rikugunn shikanngakukou kyouiku kouryou” 陸軍士官学校教育綱領 [Establishing the
Educational Principle of Military Academy], Rikugunsho Zatsu 陸軍省雑 [Miscellaneous Files
of Army Ministry], JACAR, Ref: C10061960200.
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Figure 1 Military Educational Organisation in Meiji period

4.3.3 Military Textbook
As military justice must be implemented through military education, the
initial phase of the Meiji era saw students of the army’s academies gain a basic
knowledge of military law. Initially, the government had no bureau responsible for
textbook compilation, so the military academies did not have an official textbook.
From the 1870s, the Army Ministry allowed regiments to publish their own
military textbooks after the manuscripts had been approved by the ministry.200
The Army Ministry developed a system that divided military books into three
categories: type one contained classified information such as top-secret
documents; type two contained confidential and restricted information such as

200

“Chosakukenn hou” 著作権法 [Copyright Act], Rikugunsho Zatsu 陸軍省雑, JACAR, Ref:
C10072643500.
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official documents and guidelines; and type three comprised educational and
academic books. Publishers could publish type-two textbooks once the
manuscripts had been approved and were free to publish type-three books. After
the implementation of the Conscription Ordinance, military textbooks and
handbooks became a sensation on the market, with a wide range produced and
edited by publishers.201 However, they were subject to the censorship of the
Home Ministry, which deemed that the publication of military textbooks had
gotten out of control. In 1900, the government adopted a certification system
requiring the approval of the Army Ministry for the publication of all military
textbooks. 202 Subsequently, military book publishers were regulated under a
censorship regime for military textbooks.

The regiment also edited their own military textbooks, which were intended
not only to satisfy curiosity and prepare soldiers for duty but also to facilitate
practice and training within regiments. Based on records obtained from the
National Diet Library and source books, the following table lists the military
textbooks edited by regiment during the Meiji period.
Table 9 List of Regimental Military Textbooks
Name

Author/editor

Publisher

Year

A
Guide
for Sixth
Infantry Sixth
Infantry 1883
Soldiers 兵 卒 必 Regiment 歩兵第 Regiment 歩兵第
携 . 第 1 編 ・ 第 2 十六聯隊
十六聯隊
編
Answer Book for Fourth
201

Infantry Fourth

Infantry 1886

Adachi masadaka 安達将孝, “Guntai kyouyukutoushou keyuseto touyunokei 軍隊教育用図書
検閲制度導入の経緯” [The Establishment of Military Book Censorship], The Journal of Military
History 軍事史学 35, no.02 (1999): 21-22.
202
“Gunntai kyousho kennetsu kitei” 軍隊教書検閲規定 [Troop message code of censor],
Rikugunsho Zatsu 陸軍省雑, JACAR, Ref: C10072643600.
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Soldiers 兵 卒 口 Regiment 歩兵第 Regiment 歩兵第
授問答録

四聯隊

四聯隊

A Textbook for 16th
Infantry 16th
Infantry 1889
Soldiers 兵 卒 教 Regiment 歩兵第 Regiment 歩兵第
授書
十六聯隊
十六聯隊
Answer Book for 22nd
Infantry 22nd
Infantry 1889
Soldiers
on Regiment 歩 兵 第 Regiment 歩 兵 第
二十二聯隊
Military Service 二十二聯隊
歩兵卒須知問答
Answer Book for 16th
Infantry 16th
Infantry 1899
Soldiers 歩 兵 卒 Regiment 歩兵第 Regiment 歩兵第
問答書

十六聯隊

十六聯隊

A Textbook for Seventh Infantry 森井紀陽館
Soldiers 兵 卒 教 Regiment 歩兵第 (Moriuekiyou)
科書
七聯隊

1908

A Textbook for Seventh Infantry 森井紀陽館
Soldiers 兵 卒 教 Regiment 歩兵第 (Moriuekiyou)
科書
七聯隊

1910

Although the government tried to standardise these training manuals,
regimental commanders had a great deal of control over both the scheduling and
the content of conscripts’ training. The preface to A Guide for Soldiers (兵卒必携)
describes the reasons for editing military textbooks as follows.

「兵卒ハ在營久シキヲ得サルヲ以テ悉ク之ヲ教授セン二ハ詞章ノ解說ノミ二シ
テ尚ホ或ハ其日足サルノ感アリ……日常坐右二置キ行ヒ餘力アレハ則以テ之
ヲ學ㇶ 之レヲ記憶スル……」203
‘We needed to teach all of the content relating to conscripts’ training when
the soldiers’ stay at the camp become longer, but it would not have been
16th Regiment of Infantry 歩兵第十六聯隊, Heisotsuheiki 兵卒必携 [A Guide for Soldiers]
(Niigata: 16th Regiment of Infantry 歩兵第十六聯隊, 1883), 1.
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enough simply to explain the [legal] documents … this handbook described
all of the relevant content relating to conscripts’ training and dispensed with
over-complicated content… soldiers should always carry this handbook and
learn and remember as much of it as possible.’

The military textbooks were designed to familiarise soldiers with regimental
commanders’ requirements and the army’s educational manual. In other words,
they were created by officers to impose rules on and specify procedures for
soldiers that reflected the on-the-ground realities of training. Research on military
justice has largely ignored the ways in which officers instruct conscripts in
military justice. Japan’s military textbooks offer insight into the development of a
‘civilised’ army and the larger picture of military justice instruction in the Meiji
period.

a. Military Justice Instruction through Military Textbooks for New Recruits
Before the 1890s, the government considered giving loyalty bonuses to
soldiers due to a general tendency for dishonourable behaviour and disloyalty.
From the 1870s to the early 1880s, the majority of soldiers were unprepared for
military justice instruction. They relied heavily on the verbal instructions provided
by officers and commanders. The government and the army reformed military
justice instruction by developing a series of military laws and related documents.
The reform of military education provided soldiers with an initial understanding
of military justice, but at the regimental level, the training of new recruits
continued to be determined predominantly by regimental commanders. The
question of how they instructed new recruits in the concept of military justice is
examined here. Military textbooks and related documents provide some insight
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into the attitudes held by both regimental commanders and the army at large
towards military justice instruction.

Table 10 Legal Elements of Regimental Military Textbooks
Name

Author/editor

Year

A Handbook Sixth
Infantry 1883
for Soldiers 兵 Regiment 歩 兵

Includes military law and
related documents?
Nil

卒必携. 第1編 第六聯隊
・第2編
Answer Book Fourth Infantry 1886
for Soldiers 兵 Regiment 歩 兵
卒口授問答録 第四聯隊

Nil

A Textbook for 16th
Infantry 1889
Soldiers 兵 卒 Regiment 歩 兵
教授書
第十六聯隊

Army Penal Code and Army
Punishment Order

Answer Book 22nd
Infantry 1889
for
Soldiers Regiment歩兵第
about Military 二十二聯隊

Army Punishment Order

Service 歩 兵
卒須知問答
A Guide for 22th
Infantry 1890
Soldiers 歩 兵 Regiment歩兵第
須知
二十二聯隊

Army Penal Code and Army
Punishment Order (mixed)

Answer Book 16th
Infantry 1899
for Soldiers 歩 Regiment 歩 兵
兵卒問答書
第十六聯隊

Army Penal Code and Army
Punishment Order

A Textbook for 16th
Infantry 1910
Soldiers 兵 卒 Regiment 歩 兵

Army Penal Code, Army
Punishment Order and

教科書

Book of Interior
Administration

第十六聯隊

1. Format
Military textbooks used a question-and-answer format to assess readers’
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basic knowledge and understanding of each topic. The aim was for soldiers to
thoroughly understand what was being taught by NCOs and other superiors. No
in-depth questions were asked, and answers were usually short, descriptive and
qualitative. An example is shown below.

Q1 How many types of offence are there in the Army Penal Code?
A1 Two: serious and light.
Q2 What are the range of punishments for a serious offence?
A2 Imprisonment, life imprisonment, heavy or light suspension, death
penalty and penal transportation.204

Soldiers were familiar with this format, and the obligation to provide only short
answers reduced their anxiety because most soldiers were from the countryside
and had received only primary education. It was easy for them to learn the basic
information set out in the textbooks. However, short-answer questions are
typically used to assess knowledge only; soldiers often memorised short sections
of the textbooks without understanding their complete meaning.

2. Content and objective
Although the format of the military textbooks remained the same, their
content changed. These changes can be broadly divided into two phases. First,
military textbooks mainly described regulations governing interior administration
(內務), and lower-ranking soldiers did not learn military law or read related
documents. Second, military textbooks began to pay attention to the offences and
16th Regiment of Infantry 歩兵第十六聯隊, Heisotsu kyoujushu 兵卒教授書 [A Textbook for
Soldiers ] (Niigata: 16th Regiment of Infantry 歩兵第十六聯隊, 1889), 18-19.
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crimes that soldiers might commit during wartime; they provided a basic but not
full definition of the law.

The Takebashi Incident led to a series of reforms intended to rebuild the
army’s organisational culture. The army’s leadership instructed new recruits in the
significance of following rules and displaying proper manners in the barracks. As
mentioned in Chapter 3, during the early Meiji period, the army emphasised
personal misconduct such as drinking, gambling and fighting; all of these offences
happened in daily life. The new emphasis on interior administration (內務) led to
regulations addressing proper manners in the barracks. Military textbooks
assessed only knowledge of interior administration and regulations governing the
barracks. Manuals such as A Handbook for Soldiers (兵卒必携) and Answer Book
for Soldiers (兵卒口授問答録) did little to familiarise new recruits with the
regulations governing offences and crime committed during wartime and did not
describe the punishments incurred. The army leadership attached little importance
to military justice and soldiers’ behaviour during wartime.205 According to an
educational manual for private first class soldiers (上等兵),206 their training in
this regard consisted of the provision of a summary of the Army Penal Code and
the Army Punishment Order. Private first class soldiers were expected to offer a
model for lower-ranking soldiers and candidates for NCO positions, reflecting the
main objective of military education for soldiers: to control their daily behaviour.
Soldiers of a lower rank did not need to understand military justice. The army
leadership’s approach to discipline created a cohesive military unit compliant with
See 16th Regiment of Infantry 歩兵第十六聯隊, Heisotsuheiki 兵卒必携 And 4th Regiment
of Infantry 歩兵第四聯隊 ,Heisotsu koujomondouroku 兵卒口授問答録 [Answer Book for
Soldiers] (Sendai: 4th Regiment of Infantry, 1886).
206
“Rikugun bukihou joutousotsu senkyo kyouiku kisoku wo teimu” 陸軍歩騎砲兵隊上等卒
撰挙及教育仮規則ヲ定ム, JACAR, Ref: A15110469700.
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orders and loyal to the regime. The Book of Interior Administration (軍隊內務書)
series strongly emphasised obedience and positioned obedience and proper
manners as critical topics. The key to achieving good discipline was to ensure that
soldiers never contravened their superiors’ instructions. Even as the army’s
attitude towards military justice instruction changed, its understanding of
discipline remained roughly the same. In 1913, the Infantry Department of the
Army Ministry (陸軍省歩兵課) edited a book entitled The Imperial Army: A
Handbook for National Educationists (帝国陸軍: 国民教育者必携) in 1913.
This book was also based on the ideological premise that obedience is key to
creating a powerful army. According to this belief, order could be kept if
subordinates never contravened their superiors’ instructions.

A Textbook for Soldiers (兵卒教授書), edited by the 16th Infantry Regiment
(歩兵第十六聯隊) in 1889, reflected some of the changes in instruction. The
textbook provided military knowledge and information on military regulations for
newly recruited soldiers, including a summary of the Army Penal Code and Army
Punishment Order. It emphasised two main themes: punishment and the different
types of crimes and offences. This reflected the ideology of the textbook. The
beginning of each chapter summarised the various sentences and procedures for
enacting these sentences. Unlike earlier documents, this military textbook
emphasised specific offences or crimes over mere procedural niceties. Military
textbooks tended to describe the seriousness of each punishment and the proper
way of enacting sentences. All of the summaries provided in these textbooks
indicated only the result, not the reason. They did not describe articles of law or
explain the procedures of military justice. The army leadership wanted to make
soldiers afraid to commit crimes. According to the Training Manual for Infantry
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(歩兵教育方案) 207 the objective of military justice instruction was to make
soldiers fear punishment and thus crime, helping them to become members of a
civilised force. They disseminated negative feedback as a psychological strategy
for reducing crimes and offences. New recruits were expected to adapt their own
discourse to avoid committing crimes or offences.

Unlike previous military textbooks, the Training Manual for Infantry
described each injunction across a range of situations that a soldier might
encounter during wartime, such as offences against a sentry, misconduct during
operations, misconduct towards a superior officer, desertion and political
participation.

Illustration 1.1. Regimental military textbook (兵卒教授書) (1889)

207

Hashita Genzaburou 柴田源三郎, Hohei kyouikuhouan 歩兵教育方案 (n.p., 1896), 47-48.
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Illustration 1.2 Regimental military textbook (1889)

Illustration 1.3. Regimental military textbook (1889)
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Illustration 1.4 Regimental military textbook (1889)

Illustration 1.5 Regimental military textbook (1889)
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The 16th Infantry Regiment re-edited its textbook with increased attention to
mutiny, malingering, fighting or threatening behaviour and damage to property.
Different military books paid attention to different war crimes. Answer Book for
Soldiers (歩兵卒問答書), edited by the 16th Infantry Regiment (歩兵第十六聯隊)
in 1899, and A Textbook for Soldiers (兵卒教科書), edited by the Seventh
Infantry Regiment (歩兵第七聯隊) in 1910, covered most of the crimes detailed
in the Army Penal Code, but no single textbook covered all possible war crimes.
The 16th Infantry Regiment’s 1899 Answer Book for Soldiers addressed mutiny,
offences against a sentry, misconduct during operations, misconduct towards a
superior officer, disrespect shown to a superior officer, insubordination, desertion,
malingering, fighting or threatening behaviour and damage to property.208
Table 11 War Crimes Described in Regimental Military Textbooks
Name

Author/editor

Year

Types
of
described

war

A Textbook for 16th
Infantry 1889
Soldiers 兵 卒 Regiment 歩 兵
教授書
第十六聯隊

Offence against sentry

Answer Book 22nd
Infantry 1889
for Soldiers on Regiment 歩 兵
第二十二聯隊
Military
Service 歩 兵
卒須知問答

None

A Guide for 22nd
Infantry 1890
Soldiers 歩 兵 Regiment 歩 兵
須知
第二十二聯隊

Theft

208

crime

Use of force against sentry
Misconduct
during
operations
Misconduct
towards
superior officer
Insubordination
Desertion

16th Regiment of Infantry 歩兵第十六聯隊, Heisotsu kyoujushu 兵卒教授書, 18-20.
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Answer Book 16th
Infantry 1899
for Soldiers 歩 Regiment 歩 兵
兵卒問答書
第十六聯隊

Mutiny
Offence against sentry
Use of force against sentry
Misconduct
during
operations
Misconduct
towards
superior officer
Disrespect
shown
to
superior officer
Insubordination
Desertion
Malingering
Fighting or
behaviour

threatening

Damage to property
A Textbook for Seventh Infantry 1910

Mutiny

Soldiers 兵 卒 Regiment 歩 兵

Assisting an enemy

教科書

Surrender to a hostile

第七聯隊

Misconduct

during

operations
Misconduct

towards

superior officer
Disrespect

shown

to

superior officer
Insubordination
Looting
Offence against sentry
Use of force against sentry
Malingering
Making false records
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Scholars have noted that the government set up a system of military justice and
enacted new laws, but few have considered how the largest group of the army,
lower-rank soldiers, and especially new recruits, became familiar with the laws
and regulations governing military justice.

Compared with the original documentation, some striking differences are
evident in the military textbooks, especially with regard to specific offences or
crimes that a soldier might realistically encounter. For example, mutiny was the
most serious crime in the army, and it was also the most serious crime under the
Army Penal Code. In the original document, 15 articles covered the topic of
mutiny. However, Answer Book for Soldiers (歩兵卒問答書) (1899) described
only two relevant situations: assisting an enemy by providing potentially useful
information and assisting an enemy by providing supplies or weapons or
damaging military or public property.209 In addition, A Textbook for Soldiers (兵
卒教科書, 1910) described only three such situations: assisting an enemy by
providing information, surrendering to a hostile and leading a rebellion. Situations
were not standardised across the various versions of the military textbook. This
also resulted in different conceptions of crime.210 For example, Answer Book for
Soldiers (歩兵卒問答書, 1899) did not describe looting or surrender to a hostile,
although these two crimes often took place on the front line.211

Table 12 War Crimes Described in Regimental Military Textbooks

16th Regiment of Infantry 歩兵第十六聯隊, Hoheisotsu mondoushu 歩兵卒問答書
[Answer Book for Soldiers] (Niigata: 16th Regiment of Infantry 歩兵第十六聯隊, 1899), 84-85.
210
7th Regiment of infantry 歩兵第七聯隊, Heisotsu Kyoukashu 兵卒教科書 [A Textbook for
Soldiers] (Kanazawa: 7th Regiment of Infantry, 1910), 71-73.
211
16th Regiment of Infantry 歩兵第十六聯隊, Hoheisotsu mondoushu 歩兵卒問答書, 84.
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Name

Year

Answer
1899
Book for
Soldiers
歩兵卒
問答書

Type of war crime

Potential situation(s)

Number of

under the Army
Penal Code

specified in military
textbooks

articles in
Army Penal
Code

Mutiny

1. Assisting an enemy by
providing information.
2. Assisting an enemy by
providing supplies or
weapons or by damaging
military or public property.

15

Misconduct during 1. Offence committed by

A
1910
Textbook
for
Soldiers
兵卒教
科書

4

operations

sentry (drinking or
sleeping).
2. Leaving one’s station.

Insubordination

1. Disobeying an order.

3

Violence

1. Using violence against a
superior officer.
2. Using force against a
sentry.

16

Mutiny

1. Assisting an enemy by
providing information.
2. Surrender to a hostile.
3. Rebellion.

15

Misconduct during
operations

1. Offence committed by
sentry (sleeping).
2. Leaving one’s station.

4

Looting (under the
category of

Taking property from a
person killed, injured or

violence in the
1881 version)

captured during operations.

Insubordination

1. Disobeying orders.

99

3

Violence and use 1. Using violence against a

16

of excessive force

superior officer.
2. Using force against a
sentry.

Threatening
behaviour

1.Threatening behaviour
towards or communication
with a superior officer.

3

Making false
records

1. Pretending to have an
injury or disease.
2. Making false records
during operations.

4

Illustration 2.1. Army Penal Code (p. 1)

Illustration 2.2. Army Penal Code (p. 2)
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Illustration 2.3. Army Penal Code (p. 3)
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The above table shows that the military textbooks for new recruits failed to
cover most of the articles and situations contained in the Army Penal Code.
However, certain crimes were regularly mentioned in the textbooks, as they
happened frequently on the front line: offences or crimes related to sentries,
offences or crimes related to superior officers, insubordination and assisting an
enemy. However, the military textbooks did not describe the potential punishment
for desertion, the most common crime in the army. Although new recruits and
lower-rank soldiers were unlikely to commit serious crimes such as assisting the
enemy or inciting rebellion, the emphasis on these offences indicates that they
were regarded as high priority by the army leadership.
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4.3.4 Military Justice Instruction: Multiple Frameworks
The learning objectives for officers and soldiers were distinct. The military
textbooks also provided general military justice training for officers and
non-commissioned members. Though based on largely a question-and-answer
format, they assessed complex knowledge, testing officers’ legal concepts and
their understanding of the duties of commanders. They also required the officers
to be more familiar with the appropriate procedures, such as how to impose
punishments on soldiers. However, the major difference in assessment methods
between the officers’ course and the soldiers was the use of situational questions.
For example, the Military Question Books for Non-commissioned Members (下士
上 等 兵 学 科 問 答 ) asked the following situational questions on the Army
Punishment Order:

Q1 Under what conditions would an officer be dismissed with disgrace?
A1 If the officer has not improved his behaviour despite having received
several punishments.
Q2 If the officer wants to rehabilitate his rank, what is the appropriate
procedure?
A2 Approval should be requested from the commanding officer of the
division.212

3000 Questions for Non-commissioned Officer Cadets (受験者研修百科三千題)
also contained some situational questions on the Army Punishment Order. An
example is given below.

212

Kizoushi 義城子, Shashijotouhei gakkamondou 下士上等兵学科問答 [The Military Question
Books for Non-commissioned Members] (Tokyo: Gunjizasshisha 軍事雑誌社, 1908), 122.
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Q1 If a soldier is subject to punishment under more than one law or
regulation, how should the implementation be managed?
Q2 If the weather worsens, what should you do?213

The military question books for non-commissioned members (下士上等兵学科問
答) contained essay questions on the definitions of crime under the Army Penal
Code. The military justice course for officers required that officers be familiar
with definitions of crimes and their corresponding punishments, as indicated
below.
(Section 9: desertion)

Q1 In which circumstances shall armed forces members receive 7 years’
imprisonment?
A1 If members use weapons and violence during desertion.214

Within the structure of the Japanese army, lower-ranking soldiers and new recruits
were not able to gain substantial knowledge of military justice; even when new
recruits started to learn about military justice, they became familiar with merely a
small part of the law. Familiarity with the legal documents and procedures
depended on rank. Any infringements of disciplinary standards were to be dealt
with first by the barracks guards and NCOs. The formal system of discipline run
by NCOs punished conscripts for any violations of the regulations governing
barrack life. Without a thorough understanding of the system, lower-ranking
213

Gunjin Shuuyoukai 軍人修養会, Jyukesha kenshuu hyakka sansendai 受験者研修百科三千
題[3000 Questions for Non-commissioned officer Cadets] (n. Kaiheisha 皆兵社, 1913), 182.
214
Ibid., 183.
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soldiers experienced inhumane treatment during their military service.

4.3.5 The Efficiency of the Military Justice Instruction
Table 13 Number of Crimes or Offences Committed by Military Personnel
Year

Type of crime or offence

Number

1888

Sentry sleeping on duty

39

Using violence against a superior officer

11

Insubordination

2

Sentry sleeping on duty

32

Using violence against a superior officer

8

Insubordination

4

Sentry sleeping on duty

37

Using violence against a superior officer

6

Insubordination

8

Sentry sleeping on duty

27

Using violence against a superior officer

3

1889

1890

1891

Insubordination
2
Source: Rikugunshou toukeinenbou 陸軍省統計年報 [Army Ministry of Japan
Annual Statistics Report], vol. 1-22 (Tokyo: Army Ministry, 1888-1891).

The question is whether soldiers and new recruits were sufficiently familiar
with the Army Penal Code to avoid committing crimes or offences. In fact,
soldiers often memorised the list of punishments which was the shortest part of
their textbook. They may have obeyed the law out of fear, but they did not follow
all of the regulations. Although they tended to avoid committing serious crimes,
they continued to commit minor offences that seldom resulted in severe
punishments. According to the records kept by the Army Ministry, the rate of
minor crimes did not fall conspicuously. The rate of insubordination dropped
slightly, from 39 cases in 1888 to 27 cases in 1891. In terms of serious crimes,
using violence against a superior officer decreased significantly, from 11 cases to
105

3 cases.

Basically, the discipline of the Japanese army generally improved

before Sino-Japanese War, although minor offences, which are common and
difficult to deal with in any army even today, persists.
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CHAPTER 5
Disciplinary Problems of the Imperial Army during the First Sino-Japanese
War (1894-1895)

The Army Penal Code, the Army Punishment Order, the Code of Army
Criminal Procedure and a law-enforcement organisation, the Kempeitai, became
effective from the 1880s. For the first time, a united, substantive and procedural
military justice system had been established for the imperial army. By the
outbreak of the First Sino-Japanese War, the Japan’s military justice system had
been in operation for over 10 years. Instruction in military justice for new recruits
had also been in place for 10 years. It is important to assess the extent to which
the aims of this system were achieved. This chapter discusses the disciplinary and
legal problems facing the army during the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)
and reviews the Port Arthur Massacre.

5.1

Disciplinary Problems during the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)

5.1.1 Disciplinary and Legal Problems during the First Sino-Japanese War
As part of its propaganda, the Japanese government invited more than 100
journalists and illustrators, including 17 journalists from Western media outlets
such as New York World and Black & White,215 as correspondents to cover the
war. The Japanese government wished to embrace European values during the
war and promote an image of Japan as a ‘civilised’ nation. The Imperial General
Headquarters (大本営) emphasised that the army must maintain discipline and

215

Zōng zéyà 宗澤亞, Qing ri zhanzheng 清日戰爭 [Sino Japanese War 1894-1895] (Hong
Kong: Commercial Press, 2012), 252.
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good order. The instructions from the headquarters were as follows:

我軍ノ仁義ヲ以テ動キ文明ニ據テ戦フハ各団体ニ於テ固ヨリ熟知スル
所且ツ軍紀常ニ厳粛ニシテ下士卒モ亦平素ノ教育アリ故ニ戦勝ノ余勇
ニ乗シ妄ニ殺戮ヲ逞クシ奪掠ヲ恣ニスルカ如キ事216
Our army is fighting for righteousness with civilised conduct; all parties
must be familiar with the law and maintain good discipline, and our soldiers
and lower-ranking officers must receive good training daily. Therefore,
killing and looting must not occur even when we gain victory over our
enemy.

For Japan to prove that it had become a civilised nation during the war, the
imperial army needed to be well organised and exhibit good discipline. According
to an Operational War Diary (陣中日誌), the imperial army received a warm
welcome from the Chinese people because the Chinese army was even more
undisciplined than the Japanese:217

Up to that time, the behaviour of the army towards the poor people of this
country was all that anybody could have wished. Since that time, this has
also been the case as far as I know. Here at Kin-chou, the Japanese have
treated the Chinese in the kindest and fairest way possible. Everything that
could be done has been done to quieten the Chinese and ensure their just and

216

“Sanbousouchou naiku 参謀総長内訓” [Instruction from Chief of Staff], Nisshinseneki 日清
戦役[Sino Japanese War], JACAR, Ref: C06061306200.
217
“7getsu21nichi-31nichi”7 月 21 日～31 日 [From 21th July to 31th July], Nisshinseneki 日清
戦役, JACAR, Ref: C13110324300.
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fair treatment.218

The following table shows the numbers of members of the armed forces who
committed crimes and were executed during the First Sino-Japanese War.

Table 14 Numbers of Members of the Armed Forces to Commit Crimes Under the
Army Penal Code
Categories of crime

Number

of

members

of

armed

forces

Court-martialled
Military
personnel

Ancillaries and Total
common people

Use of violence against superior

3

0

3

Violent behaviour

5

4

9

Misconduct towards sentry or
superior

1

0

1

Failure to obey orders or
regulations

33

0

33

Desertion

11

307

318

Malingering

2

0

2

Conspiracy

1

0

1

Total
57
313
370
Source: “Keibats 刑罰（1）” [Punishment (1)] War Statistics Report 1894-1895 明
治 27～8 年 戦役統計 下巻, (National Institute for Defense Studies), Ref:
C14020394700.
Table 15 Number of Members of Armed Forces to Commit Crimes Under Civilian
Criminal Law
Category of crime

Number

of

members

of

armed

forces

courts-martialled
Military
personnel
218

Ancillaries and Total
common people

United States Department of State “Foreign relations of United States, 1894 Chinese-Japanese
War”, 89.-90. (a),
http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/FRUS/FRUS-idx?type=browse&scope=FRUS.FRUS1
(accessed June 15, 2017).
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Damaging property

14

23

37

Theft

99

202

301

Looting

10

10

20

Gambling

38

414

452

Desertion

6

3

9

Killing during operations

5

7

12

Injuring or killing during
operations (misdemeanour)

44

61

105

Contravening police regulations

7

21

28

Other

30

90

120

Total

253

858

1111

Source: “Keibatsu 刑罰（1）” [Punishment (1)] War Statistics Report 1894-1895
明治 27～8 年 戦役統計 下巻, (National Institute for Defense Studies), Ref:
C14020394700.

It is estimated that few offences were committed by military personnel,
whether under the Army Penal Code or civilian criminal law. Only about 35% of
cases were committed by military personnel, with 52 cases under the Army Penal
Code and 253 cases under civilian criminal law; the remainder were committed by
ancillaries. Few serious crimes, such as killing, looting or using violence against
superiors, were recorded. Theft was the most common crime committed by
military personnel (77 cases). However, the disciplinary situation differed from
day to day during wartime, as observed by the Imperial General Headquarters:

交戦久キニ亘リ起居ノ状態平時ト異リ而シテ監視寛容ヲ致シ為メニ平
素ノ謹粛ヲ弛緩スルノ傾向ハ免カレ難キ219
As the war went on and control and inspection of soldiers’ behaviour
gradually relaxed, a decline in discipline was unavoidable.

219

“Kempeishirekan henaiku 憲兵司令官へ内訓” [Instruction to Commander of Kempeitai],
Nisshinseneki 日清戦役, JACAR, Ref: C06061471200.
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The Kempeitai and other law enforcement agencies also found it difficult to
inspect military personnel during operations. Overall, military personnel
performed professionally. Severe criticism of military justice emanated from the
Port Arthur massacre only. However, the discipline of military subsidiaries was
worse. An officer in a military station offered the following remarks:

日本人夫続々逃亡シ或ハ附近民家ニ潜入シ其ノ弊延テ地方運搬力ヲ減
シ民心ヲ離散セシムルモノ不少趣是レ畢竟臨時徴発ノ人夫ニシテ未タ
軍役ノ如何ヲ知ラサル220
The Japanese ancillaries deserted to nearby households, which affected the
quality of transportation and people’s morale; after all, as these ancillaries
are only temporarily employed, they do not understand the rules of military
service.’

Military ancillaries were not required to receive military training, and they did not
even experience military service. They committed more than 1,000 crimes, among
which desertion was common, causing disorder on the front line and in occupied
areas. They were obviously the root of the army’s disciplinary problem.

5.1.2 Port Arthur Massacre
The Port Arthur Massacre during the First Sino-Japanese War stained the
reputation of the imperial army. One of the causes of the incident was the desire
for revenge on the Chinese army for its inhumane treatment of Japanese prisoners

220

“Kurei nihonjinfujyoukyou 訓令 日本人夫状況” [Instruction, the Situation of Japanese
Ancillaries] Nisshinseneki 日清戦役, JACAR, Ref: C06062243900.
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of war. After the Battle of Lushunkou, in late November 1894, the First Division
of the Second Army 第二軍 第一師団, led by General Yamaji Motoharu (山地元
治, 1841-1897), entered Port Arthur. The Chinese army had mutilated the heads
and other body parts of several Japanese soldiers and displayed them in the city.221
The following statement was made in a newspaper:

我々全隊の兵士ハ怒気…….口々に「復讐,復讐」の声は口を衝てほとば
しりぬ222
We, all of the soldiers, feel so angry and wish for revenge.

Some Japanese officers worried that Chinese soldiers had posed as common
people and hidden in households;223 some even claimed that they had received
fire from households.224 A US officer made the following observation:

I doubt if the Japanese for a moment thought they were going to have such
an easy task in taking the town and sea forts. When they advanced through
the town it is my belief that they were momentarily looking for resistance,
and with such an idea began to clear the way, with the result that the troops
soon got out of hand and made an unnecessary slaughter.225
221

Kouno Keichi 向野堅一, Kouno Keichi jyuukunnikki 向野堅一従軍日記 [The Diary of
Kouno Keichi during Sino Japanese War 1894-1895] (n.p. Kouno Family, 1967), 38.
222
Fukuoka nichinichi shinbun 福岡日日新聞, 1894. 12. 11,
http://www.jca.apc.org/nmnankin/lvshunmassacre.html (accessed June 15, 2017).
223
Imperial Japanese Army General Staff Office 参謀本部, ed., Meiji nijyuushichihachine
nisshinsenshi 明治二十七八年日清戦史 [The History of Sino Japanese War 1894-1895], vol. 3
(Tokyo: Imperial Japanese Army General Staff Office, 1907), 261.
224
Kamei Koreaki 亀井茲明, Nisshinsensou jyuugunshashinchou 日清戦争従軍写真帖 [The
Photo Collection of Sino Japanese War 1894-1895] (Tokyo: Kashiwashobo 柏書房, 1992), 190.
225
United States Department of State “Foreign relations of United States, 1894 Chinese-Japanese
War” 89,
http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/FRUS/FRUS-idx?type=browse&scope=FRUS.FRUS1
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As the Japanese army was reported to be encountering considerable resistance
from the Chinese army, General Yamaji Motoharu ordered to clear the way.226
This marked the beginning of the slaughter. General Yamaji Motoharu ordered all
able-bodied men (壯丁) to be killed,227 but some Japanese officers interpreted
‘able-bodied men’ as adult men and killed all of the men found in the area. A US
officer described the situation as follows:

I have seen myself a number of cases of the killing of men who not only
could have been made prisoners without resistance, but who were plainly
unarmed and in a position of most humble surrender. I have also seen a
number of bodies whose hands were tied behind their backs. I have seen
bodies very much mutilated and bearing wounds indicating that they were
killed with the bayonet, when I know beyond question that where they lie
there was no resistance.228

The famous American journalist James Creelman reported on the massacre as
follows:

The Japanese troops entered Port Arthur on Nov. 21 and massacred

(accessed June 15, 2017).
226
Tokyo Nichi Nichi Shimbun 東京日日新聞, 1894. 12. 19,
http://www.meiji.j.u-tokyo.ac.jp/find-newspaper-article.html (accessed June 15, 2017).
227
Higuchi Haruhiko 樋口晴彦, “Ryojunn zikenn nikannsuru zirei kennkyuu 旅順事件に関する
事例研究” [Study of the Port Arthur Atrocities] Chiba University of Commerce review 千葉商大
紀要 51 no.2 (2014): 217-218.
228
United States Department of State “Foreign relations of United States, 1894 Chinese-Japanese
War” 89,
http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/FRUS/FRUS-idx?type=browse&scope=FRUS.FRUS1
(accessed June 15, 2017).
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practically the entire population in cold blood. ... The defenceless and
unarmed inhabitants were butchered in their houses and their bodies were
unspeakably mutilated. There was an unrestrained reign of murder which
continued for three days. The whole town was plundered with appalling
atrocities. ... It was the first stain upon Japanese civilisation. The Japanese in
this instance relapsed into barbarism.’ — James Creelman, New York World,
12 December 1894.229

A report by the Imperial General Headquarters stated that 2,500 persons had been
killed, although the scale of the slaughter has been vigorously debated. A US
officer described the undisciplined behaviour of the Japanese soldiers as follows:

I was about the town most of the 22nd and during the afternoon of the 23rd,
but saw no new acts of war or pillage, except the looting of the houses and
stores. That went on until there was really nothing much left to loot.230

One of the Japanese soldiers argued that they had not committed the crime,
claiming that they had purchased private property for public use. However, he
admitted that some soldiers had been punished for the theft of private property:

229

New York World, 12 December 1894 quoted in Paine, S. C. M, The Sino-Japanese War of
1894–1895: Perceptions, Power, and Primacy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,2005),
213.“From the statements of these gentlemen it appears to be clear that: there was a slaughter of
Chinese soldiers at Port Arthur on the 21of November, 1894, but that the horrors reported by Mr.
Creelman in his communication to the New York World as having taken place subsequent to that
date are not true,and that the impression Mr. Creelman’s reports are prone to convey is a gross
exaggeration of the truth.” United States Department of State “Foreign relations of United States,
1894 Chinese-Japanese War,” 88-89.
230
United States Department of State “Foreign relations of United States, 1894 Chinese-Japanese
War” 89,
http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/FRUS/FRUS-idx?type=browse&scope=FRUS.FRUS1
(accessed June 15, 2017).
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Although the Japanese army was at fault, this kind of incident was common
on the front line, as noted by a US officer: ‘it ought to be borne in mind that
such occurrences happen in all armies and it is hardly fair to expect miracles
of the Japanese.231

The Japanese government sought to cover up the Port Arthur Massacre in its
aftermath. 232 However, Western media reporting on the massacre urged the
government to investigate the incident. On 17 December 1894, the Japanese
government issued an announcement claiming that the Japanese army had
maintained good discipline, questioning the reliability of Western media reports
and arguing that the people killed had been Chinese soldiers posing as common
people; more importantly, the prisoners had been treated well, unlike the Japanese
subject to inhumane treatment from the Chinese government.233

Normally, commanders, officers and even soldiers were brought to trial at
Court-martial. The crimes of looting and killing during operations were under the
jurisdiction of civilian criminal law, and the maximum sentence for murder was
life imprisonment. However, Ito Hirobumi argued that such punishment should
not be imposed on members of the armed forces, because it would injure soldiers’
morale and taint the glory of the Japanese army. As a result, the First Division of
the Second Army received no punishment at all for the Port Arthur Massacre.

5.2
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5.2.1 Field courts-martial
The discussion here first addresses the field officer courts. The army
established 16 field courts-martial on the front line, comprising a field corps
Court-martial (first and second) (軍軍法會議(第一,第二), a field division
Court-martial (first to sixth) (野戰師團軍法會議第一から第六), a temporary
Court-martial for the governor’s occupation office (佔領地總督部臨時軍法會
議) and a temporary Court-martial for the governor’s Taiwan office (臺灣總督府
臨時軍法會議). The field division Court-martial moved between divisions and
dealt with most offences, while the field corps Court-martial was set up behind
the front line.234

Each field Court-martial was overseen by a minimum of five judges, with an
officer of at least field grade as president. The precise format varied depending on
the rank of the accused and the composition of legal staff such as the riji and
rokuji. However, due to the limited numbers of riji and rokuji, the army exempted
new riji and rokuji from internships or reduced the period of their internships after
they had passed the army’s bar examination.235
Table 16 Composition of Field Court-martial
President of judicial Judge (判事)
panel (判事長)
(number)

Defendant (被告人)

Field officer

Company officer

Enlisted grade

Field officer

Captain or lieutenant

Second

Second lieutenant

subordinate/student
officer

Captain

Lieutenant

Field officer
234
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Lieutenant
Colonel
colonel

or

lieutenant Major
Captain

Captain

Colonel

Lieutenant colonel
Major

Major

Major general

Colonel
Lieutenant colonel

Lieutenant colonel

Lieutenant general

Major general
Colonel
Colonel
Sources: Army Ministry, Revised Code of Army Criminal Procedure (改正陸軍治
罪法), 5-6.

The composition of the field Court-martial was same as that of the
Court-martial, but due to the limited numbers of judges, vacancies in field
Court-martial were rarely filled. According to the records kept by the Army
Ministry, the number of vacancies in field division courts-martial was much large
than that in field corps courts-martial. The number of judges in the second field
division courts-martial was generally much higher than in other courts-martial.236
Each of the field division courts-martial dealt with more than 100 cases per year,
processing a total of 1,178 cases and involving 1,933 military personnel or
subsidiaries during the war.237

Members of the armed forces were subject to both civilian and military law.
In conjunction with the Army Penal Code, civilian criminal law applied to all
servicemen. For example, military personnel who killed persons during operations
faced charges under civilian criminal law, as this crime was not related to military
affairs. According to this principle, a service member could only be charged under
the Army Penal Code if he had committed military offences covered by the
236
237
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jurisdiction of the code. A military person accused of an offence normally came
under the jurisdiction of civilian criminal law, as the Army Penal Code covered
little criminal conduct. However, even if military personnel were subject to
civilian criminal law, they were not brought to trial in the civilian court. The
Army Penal Code specified its own jurisdiction, and this interplay between
civilian and military law guaranteed that a person would not receive two
punishments for the same crime. This mechanism was more advanced than that of
previous systems of jurisdiction. For example, the Kairikugun Keiritsu (海陸軍刑

律, Naval and Army Criminal Law) promulgated in 1872 was confusing in this
respect and posed problems for implementation by military personnel.

The sentencing guidelines were fair and based on both the Army Penal Code
and civilian criminal law. Almost all of the crimes tried under the courts-martial
were based on sentencing guidelines; only 41 cases of desertion received
commutation.238 Discipline had clearly improved a great deal since the Satsuma
Rebellion. However, most of the soldiers’ misconduct was represented by
disciplinary infractions under the jurisdiction of the Army Punishment Order, for
which punishments were determined by the commander under the order. These
infractions did not have to be brought to trial in courts-martial.

5.2.2 Military Prosecutors
Military prosecutors were the group of officers dealing with military
disciplinary problems in the army. They were selected from the Kempeitai,
adjutants of commanding officers, security-force commanders, etc.
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Table 17 Numbers of Military Prosecutors during Wartime
Number
Adjutants of commanding officer (brigade/division)

266

Security-force commanders

13

Regiment/battalion commanders

2,881

Kempeitai

1,522

Wardens
54
Source: Army Ministry of Japan Annual Statistics Report (陸軍省統計年報),
1894

The Kempeitai was the most important law-enforcement agency during
wartime. Kempeitai officers had acquired legal knowledge and experience of
enforcing discipline and maintaining law and order in the military environment
and arresting suspects on the front line. Before the establishment of the Kempeitai,
the army had relied on the police to arrest suspects, and this caused trouble on the
front line. Due to the limited number of Kempeitai, the army temporarily recruited
1,140 Kempeitai during the war (first wave of recruitment: 10 commissioned
officers, 100 NCOs and 700 soldiers; second wave: 30 NCOs and 300 soldiers).239
They underwent a short (about 2-month) training course and were then sent to the
front line to carry out their missions.240 This temporary wing of the Kempeitai
was mainly responsible for protecting the military infrastructure in Taiwan.
Regiment and battalion commanders also dealt with disciplinary problems. 241 As
noted in Chapter 3, regiment and battalion commanders were the main parties
responsible for maintaining law and order in the military environment, and the
239
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commander-controlled nature of the system was inevitable given commanders’
discretion in determining punishments.

In sum, the imperial army generally behaved well during the war. Data show
that the total number of crimes/offences committed by Japanese soldiers
decreased or did not significantly increase during wartime. Of course, this record
does not reflect the number of soldiers receiving punishment under the Army
Punishment Order, and it is believed that some cases were not forwarded to the
field courts-martial; however, these observations are true of all armies worldwide.
The imperial army should not be blamed for these failings simply due to the Port
Arthur Massacre.
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CHAPTER 6
Interior Administration Reform, 1906-1912

After its victory in the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) and the
Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905), Japan rose suddenly as a new military power
and Western attitude toward Japan changed dramatically. However, this
achievement created a new challenge for Japan’s imperial army: a decline in
discipline after the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905) that rendered a change in the
enforcement of military discipline in the Meiji army necessary through
amendments to law and related regulations. This chapter outlines the problem of a
lack of discipline in the Japanese army after the Russo-Japanese War, shows how
the problem worsened and describes the solutions implemented by the Japanese
government. Finally, the chapter analyses the efficiency of Japan’s military justice
system over the whole Meiji period.

6.1

Decline of Military Discipline after the Russo-Japanese War

Compared with the situation during the Sino-Japanese War, discipline
worsened during the Russo-Japanese War. According to official records, more
than 90% (5,760) of the total number of crimes/offences were committed by
military personnel, particularly soldiers from reserve units.242 However, military
personnel on the front line also committed more than 1,700 cases during the
war.243 Disciplinary reports indicated that the authorities should be aware of the
occurrence of criminal cases on the front line. Although other statistics showed
242
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that most crimes/offences were committed by members of reserve units, who were
ill-trained and were recruited temporarily by the government, it seemed clear that
military discipline continued to fall during the late Meiji period.

In September 1906, the Kempeitai of Tokyo submitted a report taking stock
of the disciplinary situation after the Russo-Japanese War. It reported a decline in
discipline among members of the armed forces: cases of theft had soared among
cadets, with three cases recorded in June 1906 alone, and a number of
general-rank soldiers enjoyed lives of luxury, dining regularly at high-end
restaurants. Some soldiers even washed their superiors’ clothes to get into their
good graces.244 Even more troublingly, the number of disciplinary infractions
increased dramatically from 2300 cases in 1903 to 3,200 cases in 1906. In 1908,
two desertions occurred at army posts in Tokyo and Kyoto. Both incidents were
related to soldiers’ dissatisfaction with daily life in the barracks. In a case, more
than 30 veteran soldiers of the 16th division used violence against their superior
officer and left the barracks without permission.245 Army leaders were concerned
about disciplinary issues, which had adversely affected the atmosphere within the
army and sent its members back to a state of weak self-discipline, prone to
misdeeds. What was the original cause of this decline in discipline? Some
scholars have attributed it to the failure of Japanese society to provide moral
guidance for its citizens after Russia’s defeat. But this is clearly not an adequate
explanation of the situation.
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The first cause is related to daily life in the barracks. The soldiers of the
imperial army in the Meiji period found no respite from the hardship of army life:
mental problems were common, with about 20% of enlisted soldiers suffering
from depression.246 A higher rate of suicide was also observed among soldiers,
but no explanation was given for this phenomenon. Army leaders recorded that
some suicides were bored with military service, and that others had no reason for
their action. One source of these mental problems, however, was private
punishment that military laws failed to erase.

Suganuma (菅沼) also argued that a large number of soldiers committed
suicide due to the stress of military life.247 Some law-enforcement agencies took
the law into their own hands and maltreated offenders,248 especially in cases of
violence shown to superiors under the interior administration system. In practice,
under the Army Punishment Order, officers were responsible for training new
recruits and imposing punishment via an off-the-books system of kangaroo courts
run by NCOs. Why did army superiors impose inhumane treatment? In 1900,
Satou Koujirou (佐藤鋼次郎) argued that obedience and strict punishment
formed the basis of discipline, ensuring that soldiers behaved honourably and
demonstrated sincere respect for their superiors.
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punishment fostered soldiers’ self-discipline and motivation and that enforcing
such punishment was the most effective method of ensuring discipline in the field.
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Satou’s views on discipline were shared by others. Biographies written by enlisted
members indicate that NCOs and private first class soldiers (上等兵) imposed
punishment to foster an attitude of respect among soldiers and to prevent them
from committing crimes. Low-ranking soldiers were expected to do everything
possible to please their immediate superiors. Satou’s works in many ways
reflected both the samurai tradition and the soldiers’ understanding of military
discipline. In general, obedience to orders is the foundation of army discipline,
but in the Japanese context, such obedience was understood as subordination to
and even enslavement by the military organisation. Of course, strict punishment is
one means of ensuring discipline, but it is not the only or even the most suitable
one: soldiers who suffer coercive treatment in the long term are likely to develop
mental and moral problems. As a result, strict punishment should not be
implemented as a long-term policy.

Despite the soldiers’ experiences of inhumane treatment, discipline was good
during the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895). The subsequent decline in
discipline was linked with the moral conduct of officers, NCOs and private first
class soldiers ( 上 等 兵 ). As these law enforcement agents controlled and
maintained order within the military justice system, they should have offered a
model for lower-ranking soldiers and new members of the army.250 However,
some became corrupt and started to enjoy lives of luxury in a time of economic
prosperity. These individuals were bored with military service and they lacked the
motivation to manage soldiers, leading to a decline in discipline. 251 For this
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reason, the army leadership issued an instruction to alert commissioned officers to
pay attention to their conduct and behaviour and to remember their critical role as
models of honesty and goodness in 1910.252 A book entitled To a Young Officer
(若き士官へ) described three types of officer in the army at that time: the first
obeyed superiors’ orders but never studied regulations or other legal documents,
the second was concerned only about his future and preparing for the Army War
College examination and the last carried out every mission assigned to him in a
slipshod way.253 This account reflects the failure of the army’s spiritual education:
the army leadership ironically had attempted to reinstate feudal values to foster
military discipline, striving to create a modern ‘samurai army’ in which
commissioned officers played a leading role. As mentioned above, military
discipline relied heavily on the good conduct of and efficient implementation of
procedures by commissioned officers and NCOs. As a result, when such officers
violated regulations, the conduct of soldiers would in turn decline, and the number
of offences and crimes would increase.

The experiences of the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) and the
Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905) convinced the army’s leaders of the need for
positive rather than coercive management to improve soldiers’ morale and
discipline. To remedy its disciplinary disorder, the army embarked on a series of
reforms at three levels to rebuild the culture of the imperial army. First, at the
institutional level, major amendments made to the Army Punishment Order (陸軍
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懲罰令) and the Army Penal Code (陸軍刑法) helped law enforcement agencies
to change military personnel’s understanding of military discipline. Second, at the
barrack level, the army’s leadership instituted a new programme of ideological
education to instruct officers and NCOs to show care for their subordinates and
use love rather than strict punishment to foster soldiers’ loyalty. In addition, the
Book of Interior Administration was revised. Third, at the social level, the army
leadership established a reserve list for the imperial army (帝国在郷軍人会),
improving the social interaction between the army and society and fostering the
spirit of good civilian behaviour at the local level.

6.2

Revision of Book of Interior Administration ( 軍 隊 內 務 書 ) and
Introduction of Familism (家族主義) to the Army

6.2.1 Revision of Book of Interior Administration (軍隊內務書)
In June 1907, the infantry section of the Army Ministry submitted a proposal
entitled ‘Instructions to the committee chairperson on the revision of the Book of
Interior Administration’ (軍隊內務書改正案審查委員長二与フル訓令案). This
document indicated that the existing version of the Book of Interior
Administration allowed the army’s statutory provision to fall under the discretion
of commanding officers, who had the power to adjust such provisions.254 The
proposal indicated that the Book of Interior Administration should provide more
details on the implementation of interior administration to reduce the differences
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between regiments. 255 This recommendation was based on events during the
Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905), when regimental commanding officers offered
different explanations of the regulations and used different methods of
implementation, causing confusion among soldiers. The proposal also stated (1)
that the barracks should be both a school for fostering military discipline and
soldiers’ home and (2) that the new version of the rulebook should introduce
regulations on the requirements of obedience, establishing a guildhall, etc.256 It
also recommended that military personnel implement regulations as in wartime,
thereby improving the efficiency of the transmission of orders and instructions
and reducing the dependence of lower-ranking soldiers.257 This proposal led to
the standardisation of interior administration instruction with the publication of a
new version of the rulebook.258

A year later, in 1908, the committee chairperson, Gaishi Nagaoka (長岡外
史), submitted the revised version of the Book of Interior Administration.259 The
preface to the revised version indicated that barracks should be viewed as the
home of military personnel and that military personnel should regard colleagues
as family members to help them to become familiar with military discipline and
foster an appropriately civilised spirit. The preface also noted that ‘although the
requirements for soldiers and commissioned officers are different, one thing is
crucial: the need to display sincere obedience to and respect for superiors. This
will make subordinates understand the importance of military discipline…
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superiors should teach their subordinates with proper regulations and inspiration
to make positive changes to their behaviour’.260 Unlike its counterpart in the
earliest version, the preface to the revised edition in 1908 equated a soldier’s
commanding officer with his father and NCOs and private first class soldiers with
mother, making the relationship between superiors and subordinates explicitly
filial. This was the first time that the concept of family and the ethics of familial
relationships had been applied in a military context in Meiji Japan. According to
this principle, superiors were required to love their subordinates and subordinates
were required to obey their superiors, thus creating harmony in the barracks.261

6.2.2 Introduction of Familism and Reinforcement of Interior Administration

With the publication of the new version of the army’s Book of Interior
Administration, the relationship between officers and soldiers changed. The
army’s leadership hoped to increase harmony within the barracks by introducing
familism.262 Leaders claimed that soldiers were obedient to their commanding
officers, but not adequately so to lower-ranking officers or NCOs. Officers
received respect from soldiers largely based on rank: higher-ranking officers
gained substantially more respect. 263 This was especially true after the
establishment of the private first class (上等兵) rank, which greatly reduced the
status of corporals (下士).264 The army’s leadership emphasised obedience as a
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virtue rather than a mere obligation through the Book of Interior Administration.

Based on the new familist principles, commanding officers played the role of
parents showing love to their children but as such received the responsibility to
impose punishment and inspect their subordinates.265 The conflict between these
two sets of duties created a strange tension within barrack life. Commanding
officers were positioned as severe fathers, imposing punishments to correct their
children’s bad conduct, while NCOs and private first class soldiers were kind
mothers exhorting and caring for their children.266 The responsibilities of the
commanding officers and NCOs remained the same; only the description of their
relationship with and attitude towards soldiers had changed. Obviously, the
intention was to solve the problems caused by private punishment within barracks,
but did those responsible for law enforcement actually regard their subordinates
as their ‘children’? This is a good starting point for a discussion of harmony in the
army.

The introduction of familism did not affect the reinforcement of the army’s
interior administration. While adopting familism to soften officers’ attitudes
toward soldiers and promote a family spirit in the barracks, they also sought to
strengthen the army’s interior administration. They established an interior
administration team (內務班) in each regiment composed of several veterans (古
參兵), corporals and private first class soldiers, with an experienced NCO as team
leader.267
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The responsibilities of the interior administration teams (內務班) were to
care for new recruits, teach them military regulations, familiarise them with the
requirements of military service and create a superficially pleasant barrack life.268
The teams (內務班) carried out additional roll calls and inspections to curb
misbehaviour and bad conduct in the barracks.269 Members of these teams also
had the right to admonish soldiers during inspections and report bad behaviour to
superiors when needed.270 They were also responsible for prompting indolent
soldiers failing to perform their duties.271

6.3

Amendment of Army Punishment Order and Army Penal Code

6.3.1 Army Punishment Order of 1908
First, the new version no longer regulated the classification of offences. In
the 1881 version, offences had been classified into 29 types. Commanders had the
power to impose non-judicial punishments on officers and enlisted personnel for
minor offences.272 However, as the term ‘minor offences’ was used in a wide
variety of circumstances, making its definition unclear, the army amended the
Army Punishment Order to cover disciplinary infractions not included in the Army
Penal Code. 273 Army leadership was also concerned about the sentencing
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guidelines.274 Under the 1881 Army Punishment Order, the commander imposed
punishments based on his subjective judgement, which could thus depart from the
sentencing guidelines.275 The army leadership retained this article on the grounds
that non-judicial punishment differed from judicial punishment and should depend
on the discretion of the commander, allowing him to adjust the sentencing
guidelines.276

Second, the jurisdiction of the Army Punishment Order was increased in its
1908 version. The 1881 Army Punishment Order did not cover reserve forces,
only military personnel in service. 277 The army leadership amended the
regulation to include uniformed reserves who exhibited misconduct towards
officers upon arriving at the camp.

278

Under the 1881 Army Punishment Order,

this regulation did not apply to offences already under the jurisdiction of the Army
Penal Code or other law. The order was amended such that the offender was
permitted to suffer two punishments for the same offence based on the Army
Punishment Order and the other law.279

Third, officers’ power to impose non-judicial punishment increased. Under
the Army Punishment Order of 1881, commanding officers had the power to
impose non-judicial punishments on their subordinates only; they did not have the
right to punish other groups of military personnel.280 Under the new regulations,
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however, guard commanders and hospital officers enjoyed the same power as
commanding officers to maintain military discipline in specific areas; in addition,
commanding officers were allowed to impose non-judicial punishment on military
personnel who were not subordinate to them.281
Table 18 Amendments Made to Army Punishment Order in 1908
Army Punishment Order of 1881

Army Punishment Order of 1908

Classification of offences.

Cancelled.

Jurisdiction did not cover military

Jurisdiction covered military reserve

reserve force.

force.

No crime could be punished under
more than one law or regulation.

Crimes could incur more than one
punishment under different laws or
regulations.

Army Punishment Order applicable to
subordinates only.

Guard commanders and hospital
officers (ranks corresponding to
commanding officers) had the same
power
as commanding officers to impose
non-judicial punishment on

non-subordinate military personnel.
Source: “Rikugun Shoubatsurei wokaitesu 陸軍懲罰令ヲ改定ス” [The
Amendment made to Army Punishment Order], 公文類聚・第 32 編・明治 41
年 [Separate Official Records of the Ministry of the Army vol. 32, 1908],
(National Archives of Japan), Ref: 類 01062100.

6.3.2 Army Penal Code of 1908
The Army Penal Code was amended along with the Army Punishment Order
in 1908.282 First, the Army Penal Code’s jurisdiction was increased in its 1908
version. Like the Army Punishment Order, the Army Penal Code of 1908 covered
reserves wearing uniforms who exhibited misconduct towards officers while on
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Second, both Japanese soldiers and captives in occupied areas were brought
under the jurisdiction of the Army Penal Code. Prior to the amendment, offenders
not on military service in the occupation area had not been subject to the Army
Penal Code. The aim of this new regulation was to improve social order in
occupied areas.284

Third, the acts of looting (掠奪ノ罪) and misbehaviour (辱職罪) were
introduced to the Army Penal Code. The experience of the Russo-Japanese War
(1904-1905) evidenced that the Army Penal Code was broken.
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Prior to the

Army Penal Code in 1908, military personnel had been brought to trial under the
civilian penal code for looting or rape during operations or in occupied areas.286
The new law introduced articles on looting, according to which military personnel
accused of an offence would be tried under military law instead of civilian law.287
The shift also involved articles on misbehaviour, which defined a wide range of
cowardly offences, including failure to arrive for duty and dishonest sickness or
injury claims.288

Fourth, the army amended the articles covering insubordination. As fighting
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is common among soldiers, the original Army Penal Code did not contain an
injunction against this behaviour; in the 1881 version, however, insubordination
was defined as the failure of military personnel to obey superiors’ orders to cease
violence (軍人暴行ヲ爲スニ當リ上官ノ制止其命ニ從ハサル者ハ二年以上四
年以下ノ軽禁錮ニ處ス).289 The term ‘其命’ referred to the order given by a
superior responsible for halting violence. The focus of the new law shifted
towards defining insubordination, as shown below.

「第五十九條

暴行ヲ爲スニ當リ上官ノ制止ニ從ハサル者ハ三年以下

ノ禁錮ニ處ス」
‘Failure to comply with superior’s restraint in cases of violence.290

The ‘restraint’ imposed by superiors might involve counselling, exhortation
or orders, allowing superiors to halt violence through a positive and relatively soft
approach. This also implies that the army sought to reduce soldiers’ tendency to
fight.291 In general, orders and statutory provisions were used as controlling tools
by commanders, but not all misconduct could be dealt with using statutory
provisions. In some cases, moral and emotional guidance was more effective in
resolving conflicts between soldiers. The change in emphasis from orders to
exhortation and guidance from superiors also reflected military personnel’s new
understanding of disciplinary instruction that replaced strict control with
inspiration.
Table 19 Amendments Made to Army Penal Code in 1908
289
290
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Army Penal Code of 1881

Army Penal Code in 1908

Jurisdiction did not cover military
reserve force.

Military reserve force covered.

Offenders brought to trial for looting
under civilian penal code.

Offenders brought to trial for looting
under Army Penal Code.

No injunction against misbehaviour
during operations.

Article on misbehaviour added.

Neither Japanese nor captives in
occupied areas were subject to the
jurisdiction of the Army Penal Code.

Japanese and captives in occupied areas
were subject to the jurisdiction of the
Army Penal Code.

Strict provisions on the act of

Article on insubordination amended:
the phrase ‘his order’ (其命) was

insubordination.

deleted.
Source: “Rikugun keiho wotesu 陸軍刑法ヲ定ム” [The Promulgation on Army
Penal Code], 公文類聚・第 32 編・明治 41 年 [Separate Official Records of the
Ministry of the army, vol. 32, 1908.] (National Archives of Japan), Ref: 類
01068100.

Both the changes to laws and regulations and the revision of the army’s Book
of Interior Administration showed the army leadership’s effort to deal with
disciplinary problems arising among soldiers and officers. Two of the new articles
addressed misconduct during operations, closing former loopholes in the military
law. The new laws were designed to strengthen the control of the army while
making the wording and emphases of the articles more positive. The army
maintained that strict regulations were keys to solving disciplinary problems. The
revised Book of Interior Administration of the army adopted familistic principles,
encouraging officers to treat their ‘family members’ better; meanwhile, interior
administration teams were established to strengthen the implementation of interior
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administration. This ‘carrot and stick’ policy, combining severe and kind
approaches, was introduced to induce good behaviour from military personnel.

6.4

Reserve List for the Imperial Army and the Militarisation of Society

In 1910, the army established a reserve unit of the imperial army (帝国在郷
軍人会), providing activities for teenagers, introducing military discipline and
participating in charity on the local level. The establishment of the reserve unit
was based on the premise that law-abiding people make civilised soldiers (良兵良
民).292 Indeed, barrack life revealed that individuals who had received a good
education tended to exhibit the spirit of Yamato,293 and would become civilised
soldiers. The army leadership introduced the concept of military discipline to
village people, especially young men. The army revised its ordinance on the
organisation of commissioned army officers (陸軍将校団), making reserve and
veteran commissioned officers subject to commissioned officers at the local
level.294 Many of these commissioned officers came from land-holding families
and had received good educations. They were familiar with local affairs and had
good networks of local contacts.295 They were responsible for fostering good
conduct among young male peasants and familiarising them with military
discipline before they entered the army. This militarisation of society was part of a
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larger social transformation. The reserve soldiers were responsible for carrying
out conscription examinations and training army cadres. They also implemented
national education in villages.296 As more than 70% of Japan’s soldiers came
from rural areas, the army’s leadership highly regarded local rural education. This
in turn helped the government, as new recruits embarking on their 2-year military
service (在営二年制), were already familiar with the regulations governing
military service and other relevant information.297

One of the main consequences of these activities was the improving
relationship between the army and the people. Tanaka Giichi ( 田 中 義 一 ,
1864-1929) argued that the army should move closer to society by familiarising
civilians with barrack life and military knowledge.

298

For example, the 70th

Infantry Regiment was active in forging social relations and promoting its
activities. 299 It published a newsletter to introduce the regiment to local
civilians. 300 Unfortunately, it was banned by the Army Ministry and the
Kempeitai because it violated the publication ordinance.301 Although the 70th
Infantry Regiment was no longer able to disperse its newsletter to common people,
soldiers in the regiment were permitted to communicate with their family
members six times a year and to send them letters reporting on the regiment.302
The activities of the 70th Infantry Regiment were a rare example of the army’s
active social participation, and they indicated that the relationship between the
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Japanese army and the Japanese people had become much closer.

Analysis of the Efficiency of the Military Justice System in the Meiji

6.5

Period

Throughout the Meiji period, the Meiji leaders’ efforts improved the military
discipline of the Imperial Army which had experienced the Satsuma Rebellion,
the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) and the Russo-Japanese War
(1904-1905).

The amelioration of the army’s disciplinary problems in a small way turned
Japan into a modernized, and for some, a “civilized” nation embracing Western
values. This transformation drew attention from Western countries: by the end of
the Meiji period, Japan’s image improved significantly in the West. Official
statistics evidenced the efficiency of the new military justice system and the
development of a civilised army in Japan. The table below shows the numbers of
military personnel who committed crimes and were executed from 1882 to 1912.
Table 20 Number of Members of Armed Forces to Commit Crimes and be
Executed from 1882 to 1912
Year

Number executed
Total

Desertio
n

Insubordinati
on

Theft

Using
violence

Malingering

against
superior
officer
1882.7- 2,439

1,066

12

308

5

175

1883.6
1888

1,501

588

2

331

6

106

1893

1,634

555

1

361

9

124

138

1896

1,302

648

0

278

9

79

1903

1,929

530

2

523

1

149

1906

3,371

715

2

733

2

133

1912

2,306
173
4
435
5
90
(1,133
executed)
Source: Army Ministry of Japan Annual Statistics Report (陸軍省統計年報),
1882-1912.

It is estimated that in the 10 years after 1882, the total number of offences
committed by military personnel decreased by almost 800, from 2,439 cases in
1882-1883 to 1,634 cases in 1893. In the same period, the total number of military
personnel increased from 47,040 to 68,377. In terms of serious crimes, the
occurrence of desertion decreased by nearly half, from 1,066 cases in 1882-1883
to 555 cases in 1893. The rate of insubordination also dropped significantly, from
12 cases in 1882-1883 to only 1 case in 1893. However, the use of violence
against a superior officer increased slightly, from five cases to nine cases between
1882 and 1893. Desertion was the major problem in the early Meiji period: it was
common when conscription remained unpopular and substantially increased
before the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895). In terms of misdemeanours, the
rate of theft increased between 1882 (308 cases) and 1893 (361 cases), while that
of malingering decreased relatively slowly, from 175 cases to 124 cases between
1882 and 1893. The failure to reduce theft in this period reflected a loophole in
military law that made it easier for military personnel to steal during operations.
Overall, the disciplinary situation improved from 1882 to 1893. This reflected the
success of the reforms implemented in the 1880s to ensure that the army was
better organised, better staffed and better trained than in the early Meiji period.
The Meiji leaders’ efforts improved the disciplinary situation through education,
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codified military law and strict punishment. As a result, the number of serious
crimes decreased significantly with the exception of the use of violence against a
superior officer. Strict punishment improved and maintained discipline by making
military personnel more afraid to commit crimes or offences. However,
disciplinary problems soon recurred after the threat of punishment was reduced.

Between the First Sino-Japanese War and the Russo-Japanese War, from
1896 to 1903, the total number of offences committed by military personnel
increased by almost 500, from 1,302 cases in 1896 to 1,929 cases in 1903. In
terms of serious crimes, the rate of desertion fell slowly, from 648 cases in 1896
to 530 cases in 1903, returning to the situation before the Sino-Japanese War. The
use of violence against a superior officer also decreased significantly, from nine
cases after the Sino-Japanese War to only one case in 1903. In terms of
misdemeanours, the rate of theft increased greatly between 1896 (278 cases) and
1903 (523 cases), and that of malingering increased from 79 to 149 cases in the
same period. This reflected a decline in military discipline. The frequency of
serious crimes remained low, but that of misdemeanours increased considerably.
As late as November 1902, de Man sent his government a lengthy report on the
Japanese army in which he criticised the level of study at the Japanese military
academy and emphasised soldiers’ weakness and lack of discipline.303 Overall,
these findings indicate that the government maintained military discipline despite
preparing for the next war; under this pressure, the army strictly controlled
barrack life and soldiers’ behaviour.

Between 1906 and 1912, military discipline declined dramatically. The total
303
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number of crimes/offences was far higher than in other periods, reaching 3,771
cases per year in 1906, with 715 cases related to desertion. The rate of theft also
reached the peak of about 733 cases in 1906. At the root of these disciplinary
problems were the weakness of law enforcement, and the great contrast between
harsh life in the barracks and improving economic conditions outside barracks.
Moreover, after the war and disarmament, military personnel and society at large
were no longer concerned about foreign invasion. Nevertheless, the army’s efforts
to correct bad conduct bore fruit: the total number of crimes/offences fell to 2,306
by the end of the Meiji period. Although overall discipline did not return to its
previous high standard, the number of desertions dropped to a low of 173 cases a
year in 1912, and theft also decreased from 733 cases in 1906 to 435 in 1912.

During the Meiji period, the military justice system undoubtedly helped to
solve the army’s disciplinary problems, although these problems worsened again
after the Russo-Japanese War. But taken together, the total number of
crimes/offences committed was lower in 1912 than in 1882. During the early
Meiji period, military personnel quite often engaged in armed conflicts with
policemen, resisting arrest and even causing injury. The reforms based on the
Western military justice system introduced the concept and knowledge of
discipline and the strict management of military personnel; as a result, the
disciplinary situation improved in all respects. The decline in discipline during the
1900s was a kind of negative feedback to the strictness of the punishments
implemented; as such measures were difficult to maintain for a long time,
amendments were made to the law and regulations.

Throughout Meiji period, the Meiji government introduced Western military
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justice system to the army but in many ways the samurai tradition that the officers
and NCOs carried was instrumental in maintaining military discipline in the army.
Moreover, some cases showed that the officers and NCOs failed to manage their
subordinates 304 and worse still when they violated regulations after the
Russo-Japanese War other soldiers would follow suit. It explains why the number
of offences and crimes increased thereafter.
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Conclusion

By the end of the Meiji period, the Meiji government had succeeded in
reorganising Japan’s military justice system and in creating a civilised force. The
reception of the Western military justice system was the product of a process of
change from the traditional samurai code to a Western model lasting for more than
40 years. This process led to four phases of transformation in military justice. It
began at the end of the Tokugawa period, when the shogun began to study foreign
military and naval institutions and the report submitted by Messelot Edouard
Auguste on behalf of the French military envoy (法蘭西軍務使臣建白和解).
However, it took quite a while to implement the recommendations in the report.

The second phase,1868-1877, At first, the Meiji leaders did not how to start
with the reform of the military justice system. The Meiji leaders were most
familiar with the samurai code and influenced by the traditional legal system, as
evident from the Kairikugun Keiritsu (海陸軍刑律, Naval and Army Criminal
Law). Their efforts could be regarded as merely ‘pouring old wine into new
bottles’, although they did attempt to clearly distinguish crimes and punishments.

A series of samurai rebellions, especially the Satsuma Rebellion, exposed the
disciplinary problems of army recruits. Although Yamagata Aritomo insisted that
the conscripted army exhibited good discipline and remained loyal to the central
government, an enormous number of cases of looting and killing commoners were
reported during the Satsuma Rebellion. The challenges faced by the Meiji
government were not unique, but were shared by several Western countries.
Instructing military personnel in the law and enforcing discipline were given
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highest priority after the Takebashi Incident (竹橋事件). The revolt made the
government more determined than ever to reform the army’s organisation and
military justice system and the reception of the Western military justice system
entered its third phase.

The third phase 1877-1905, With the drafting of the Army Penal Code (陸軍
刑法) and the Army Punishment Order (陸軍懲罰令), the publication of the Book
of Interior Administration (軍隊內務書) and the establishment of the Kempeitai
(憲兵隊, military police), a prototype of Japan’s new military justice system
developed in the 1880s. The Army Ministry did not borrow blindly from Western
models but constantly adapted the content of instruction to fit Japan’s unique
situation. The act of borrowing is simple, but using borrowed material to build a
new theory and organisational structure is extremely complicated. The army’s
leadership realised that exerting strict psychological and physical control over
military personnel was the best way to achieve its aims. The imperial army’s
military justice system had several components: law, order, the Book of Interior
Administration and law-enforcement agencies. The interplay of these four
components had a significant impact on military discipline. The new military law
offered legal provisions: the new principles of order gave supreme power to
commanders to impose non-judicial punishments, the Book of Interior
Administration set up regulations governing the daily lives of military personnel
and law enforcement agencies were responsible for implementing and
maintaining the whole system and instructing military personnel in military
discipline. The key element of the military justice system was obedience, which is
the foundation for all successful armies. However, obedience emphasised by the
Japanese army was a virtue rather than a mere obligation.
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The last phase, 1906-1912, was a period of legal consolidation. Since the early
Meiji period, the Meiji leaders endeavored to improve military discipline through
education and strict punishment. Obviously the military justice system helped
solve a major part of the army’s disciplinary problems. The total number of
crimes/offences committed, as statistics showed, was lower in 1912 than in 1882,
and the number of serious crimes decreased significantly. But why did the
situation worsen again after the Russo-Japanese War? Basically the military
justice system was not fully implemented in all armed forces and most members
failed to grasp the essence of military discipline. The military authorities also
lacked the determination and institutional support to fully implement the new
military laws and court procedures.
For this reason, the final phase of transformation is one of legal consolidation
whose result was less than successful. In effect, the serious military disciplinary
problem during the Russo-Japanese War forced army leaders to postpone their
plans to refine the military justice system and to refocus on the introduction of
familism. In addition to amending laws and regulations and revising the army’s
Book of Interior Administration, the authority strongly advocated familism (家族
主義) , showing their need to rely on moral principles to inspire and foster good
conduct among military personnel.
The above analysis has suggested that the evolution of military justice during
the Meiji period resulted from the interaction of exogenously and endogenously
changes. External factors, particularly Western military justice system in the 19th
century, directed the development of Japan’s military justice system, both in legal
concepts and law enforcement. They were, however, countered by internal
dynamics of the army and of local military traditions. For this reason, although
the army’s leaders enacted a wide range of reforms that had far-reaching effects
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on its statutory provisions, Western legal concepts exerted little influence on the
majority of the Japanese soldiers. In many ways it was the samurai tradition that
the officers and NCOs carried that helped maintain military discipline in the army.

The Western military justice system was localised in the traditional Japanese
social context. Although legal text can be easily adopted and amended, law in
practice can rarely be transferred wholesale to a new society, so efforts to
transplant law often involve localisation. In this process, some of the Western
spirit of the justice system was removed and some new content based on Japanese
traditions was injected. The Japanese spirits continued to exert an effect on the
military justice system even when the statutory provisions were well implemented
and more advanced than in Western countries. Moral and spiritual education were
emphasised to solve Japan’s disciplinary problems and in response to the Western
values and legal system introduced to Japan. The military justice system was one
of the tools used to spread the concept of spiritual education and specifically to
foster the spirit of Yamato (大和魂). Obedience and discipline were the main
moral components of Yamato. This emphasis can be traced back to ancient Japan
when samurai fought for honour, family pride and their masters. The
Commander-oriented, spiritual education and samurai tradition within army
reflected that the government, officers and NCOs were more believed in
traditional values rather than Western legal concepts. This casts light on the
complex relationship between Western systems and local values in the East Asian
context.

Japan’s military justice system fostered strictness of the punishments and
traditional values rather than soldiers’ self-consciousness. Meiji leaders regarded
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military justice as a method to control army, but not a way to promote Western
legal concepts and values. For this reason, disciplinary issues reemerged after the
control weakened. Without a doubt the Japanese had once created a civilised army
with good discipline before the Russo-Japanese War, an outcome that had not yet
been achieved by many European countries, thanks to strict punishments and
enforcement. After the Russo-Japanese War, the government was forced to make
amendments to the army law and regulations because it seemed clear that the
moral standards of the officers and NCOs had declined. For quite a long time,
commissioned officers and NCOs served as exemplary military personnel whom
soldiers were required to obey and respect. Any disciplinary problems within this
group of people were expected to spread to the whole army. However, reform
efforts were too late to save the whole system and military justice further declined
in the Showa(昭和) period.
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Glossary
1.

Bushi 武士(Warrior): It refers generally to the warrior status group, including
low-ranking soldiers such as Ashigaru and Kachi.

2.

Book of the Interior Administration 內務書: The Book of the Interior
Administration was a series of rulebooks that described the proper behaviors
and manners of soldiers within barrack. In the early Meiji army, each branch
edited its own Book of the Interior Administration, but a uniform one was
compiled in 1888.

3.

Denchaimuseijoou 断罪無正条: It was a legal tradition in Japan that
empowered judges to refer to other legal documents such as civil code in
cases where punishable conducts were not covered by criminal code.

4.

Fukkieihei 風紀衛兵 (Disciplinary Guard): It refers to a section of military
responsible for maintaining discipline, monitoring gates and entrances and
providing security service in the barrack in pre-modern Japan. Their duties
were similar to those of security guard. They prevented crimes through
supervising soldiers’ behaviors and staying alert to emergencies.

5.

Fuouijou 不応為条: It was a legal tradition in Japan that empowered judges
to make rule on discretion if punishable conducts were not covered by any
legal documents.

6.

Joutouhhei 上等兵 (Private first class): Private first class was one of the
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senior enlisted personnel ranks in the Japanese imperial army. The rank of
private first class has existed since 1877. The establishment of the private
first class helped improve the organization of the army and promote military
justice on the regimental level.

7.

Riji 理事 (Director of legal affair ) and Rokuji 録事 (Court clerk): Riji was
legal adviser of the Armed Forces, and Rokuji (録事 court clerk) was legal
clerk who was in charge principally of legal administration. They were
instrumental in exercising military jurisdiction.

8.

Sohei 壯兵 (Warrior Soldiers): In contrast to conscripts, they were soldiers
originating from Samurai family. They served the Shogunate in Tokugawa
period.

9.

Shutsu shi 出仕 (Rank): This term refers to the fifteen ranks of civil servants
in the Meiji government. Chief executive officers (Chokuninkan 勅任官,
ranks 1-3) were appointed by the Emperor, while senior executive officers
(Souninkan 奏任官, ranks 5-8) were nominated by chief executive officers.

10. Shizoku 士族 (Warrior Families): It refers to samurai class generally.
Shizoku was a privileged class in feudal Japan.

11. Sotsu 卒族 (Lower Warrior Families): It refers to low-ranking soldiers
under the feudal system.
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12. Way of the Samurai 士道: It was a philosophy that regulated samurai
lifestyle and conducts in ancient Japan.

13. Yomihou 読法 (Oath): It was a practice in the Meiji army. By taking this
oath, new military personnel swore to obey the law and to be loyal to the
emperor.

14. Zaichi Ryoshusei 在 地 領 主 (Local Proprietors): They were powerful
provincial warlords in ancient Japan who controlled the land and the people.
They became leaders of the Bushi group (武士団) later.
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